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Think in the Clojure way! Once you're familiar with Clojure, take the next step with extended
lessons on the best practices and most critical decisions you'll need to make while developing.
Learn how to model your domain with data, transform it with pure functions, manage state,
spread your work across cores, and structure apps with components. Discover how to use
Clojure in the real world, and unlock the speed and power of this beautiful language on the Java
Virtual Machine.Clojure Applied gives you the practical, realistic advice and depth of field that's
been missing from your development practice. You want to develop software in the most
effective, efficient way possible. This book gives you the answers you've been looking for in
friendly, clear language.Dive into the core concepts of Clojure: immutable collections,
concurrency, pure functions, and state management. You'll finally get the complete picture
you've been looking for, rather than dozens of puzzle pieces you must assemble yourself. First,
explore the core concepts of Clojure development: learn how to model your domain with
immutable data; choose the ideal collection; and write simple, pure functions for efficient
transformation. Next you'll apply those core concepts to build applications: discover how Clojure
manages state and identity; spread your work for concurrent programming; and create and
assemble components. Finally, see how to manage external integration and deployment
concerns by developing a testing strategy, connecting with other data sources, and getting your
libraries and applications out the door.Go beyond the toy box and into Clojure's way of thinking.
By the end of this book, you'll have the tools and information to put Clojure's strengths to
work.What You Need:To follow along with the examples in the book, you will need Clojure 1.6,
Leinegen 2, and Java 6 or higher.

About the AuthorSally Muir and Joanna Osborne run their own knitwear business, Muir and
Osborne (www.muirandosborne.co.uk). They have a shop in London and export their knitwear
to stores in the U.S., Japan, and Europe including Barneys, Saks, Liberty, and The Cross. They
won the UK Fashion Export Small Business Award in 2002 and several pieces of their knitwear
are in the permanent collection at the Victoria and Albert Museum in London. Their previous
book, Pet Projects, was featured on The Martha Stewart Show.
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Pragmatic Programmers, LLC. This book is licensed to the individual who purchased it. We don't
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break this trust-don't allow others to use your copy of the book. Thanks.- Dave & Andy.Many of
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LLC was aware of a trademark claim, the designations have been printed in initial capital letters
or in all capitals. The Pragmatic Starter Kit, The Pragmatic Programmer, Pragmatic
Programming, Pragmatic Bookshelf and the linking g device are trademarks of The Pragmatic
Programmers, LLC.Every precaution was taken in the preparation of this book. However, the
publisher assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions, or for damages that may result from
the use of information (including program listings) contained herein.Our Pragmatic courses,
workshops, and other products can help you and your team create better software and have
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that produced this book includes: Jacquelyn Carter (editor), Potomac Indexing, LLC (indexer),
Eileen Cohen (copyeditor), Dave Thomas (typesetter), Janet Furlow (producer), Ellie Callahan
(support).For international rights, please contact rights@pragprog.com.Book version: P1.0—
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AppliedStarting your first Clojure job? Kicking off your first big open source Clojure project? This
is the book you need to get started building Clojure projects. You may worry, “I don't know what I
don't know.” This book points you to the things you need to know.→Bridget HillyerSoftware
developer, LivingSocialWhile other Clojure books enumerate the beautiful, pristine qualities
derived from immutability and functional programming, this book is about getting your hands
very dirty. Clojure Applied takes you step by step through the process of designing, writing, and
shipping robust, high-performance production systems.→David NolenSoftware developer,
CognitectIt’s refreshing to see experts such as Ben and Alex distill their knowledge into a tome
for the masses. Clojure Applied covers a myriad of subjects that perplexed me about Clojure on
my own journey. I’m hopeful the book will short-circuit the journey for many.→Ryan
NeufeldSoftware consultant, founder, Homegrown LabsClojure Applied is the book I wish I had
when I started writing Clojure. This book is packed with advice and tips based on years of real-
world experience. I learned something new on what seemed like every page. Buy this book and
take your Clojure code to the next level.→Larry Staton, Jr.Senior software engineer, Hendrick
Automotive GroupI had a solid foundation and collection of recipes. When I was ready for the
next level, Clojure Applied gave me application patterns and instructed me on how to apply them
in an idiomatic way, quickly. Clojure Applied clearly articulates the voices of the authors of the
language and libraries, teaching me to design applications in the way the language and its
components were designed for.→Adam HunterSoftware development lead, TMA, Inc.If you
admire the design of the Clojure language and would like to learn how to apply the same
principles to your own code, then this is the book for you.→David McNeilSoftware developer,
LonoCloudForewordFor most people, the process of learning Clojure proceeds in three stages.
First are the fundamentals: when do I use parentheses and when do I use brackets? How is a
vector different from a list? And what’s the syntax for a function literal again?The middle stage of
learning Clojure is when you work out how it all fits together. How do I assemble all these first-
class functions into working code? How do I turn laziness into an ally instead of a confusing
adversary? And just how do I get anything done with data structures that I can’t modify?Once
you have enough understanding of the language to be able to bootstrap from what you know to
what you want to know, you enter the third and final stage of learning Clojure. This is when you
explore the Clojure ecosystem of libraries and applications, using your new knowledge to work
out what other people have built and how they went about building it. This is also when most
people start making their own contributions. It’s all fun, but the third stage is when the serious fun
kicks in.Given how minimal Clojure’s syntax is, the first stage usually goes quickly and
painlessly. The third stage generally takes quite a bit longer, but most people don’t seem to
notice since they’re having such a good time. It’s that middle phase that tends to be the



challenge: you understand the basics but aren’t quite sure what you do with them. For example,
functional programming is a straightforward idea: you write your code as a series of functions
that do nothing but take some arguments and produce a result. Getting the hang of actually
writing functional programs—of assembling these little bits of algorithm into a working whole—is
a much bigger challenge. The same is true of many of the other concepts embraced by Clojure:
simple and easy to grasp, harder to assemble into a working whole. The middle stage of learning
Clojure is when you really learn Clojure.Clojure Applied is aimed squarely at the middle stage of
learning Clojure. If you know how to write Clojure functions but still aren’t 100 percent sure how
you do this functional programming thing, this book can help you. If you know how to fill up all
those persistent data structures with data, but you aren’t sure where to go from there, this is the
book for you. If you find yourself struggling with the issues of state and when and how it should
change, keep reading. As the name suggests, Clojure Applied is about using Clojure to solve
real problems and build real code—and get to the serious fun.Most people find that once they
learn Clojure it’s hard to go back. Get used to Clojure’s finely honed minimalism, its elegant and
powerful approach to programming, and you wonder how you ever lived without it. As I say,
there’s no going back. But with this book, Alex and Ben have come back. They’ve come back for
you. They’ve come back to be your guide, to help you through the middle stage of learning
Clojure, the after the basics but before mastery part of the trip. Enjoy the ride.Russ
OlsenHerndon, VA, April 1, 2015AcknowledgmentsThis book wouldn’t have been possible
without the help of many people. They did their level best to make this book spectacular, and
where it falls short, the fault is entirely ours.We’d like to thank the staff at Pragmatic Bookshelf,
our editor Jacquelyn Carter, managing editor Susannah Pfalzer, and the publishers Andy Hunt
and Dave Thomas. Jackie provided us with excellent advice and dealt patiently with our often
hectic schedules.Thanks to Rich Hickey for creating our favorite programming language and for
helping us think about good problems. Thanks to everyone at Cognitect for being great
colleagues and supporting both Clojure and the book. Additionally, thanks to the Clojure
community—you continually amaze us with your ideas and contributions.Thanks to those who
reviewed the book both on and off the record: Mario Aquino, Kevin Archie, Aaron Arnett, Stu
Halloway, Bridget Hillyer, Adam Hunter, Ben Kamphaus, David McNeil, Andrew Mertz, Ryan
Neufeld, Russ Olsen, Alex Stangl, and Larry Staton, Jr.An especially heartfelt thanks to Russ
Olsen for his excellent foreword, and for the many times he gave sound advice on how to sound
as patient, encouraging, and friendly as he does by reflex alone.Thank you to those who posted
feedback through the discussion forums, errata page, and other online communities. A special
thanks to Stig Brautaset, who contributed generously to the asynchronous shopping example
in  Shopping with a Pack .From Alex:Thanks first to Ben, both for asking me to participate in
this effort, and then for not kicking me out when I suggested substantial changes in
direction.Thanks to my daughter Ella for an unending stream of humorous faux book reviews
and requests to read the book. Thanks to my son Truman for (mostly) not playing drums outside
my office during writing time. Thanks to my son Beck for the reminder that there’s always time to



get shot by a NERF gun. Finally, the biggest thanks go to my wife Mary for her love and support
despite far too many late nights of writing. It’s all done now, I promise!From Ben:Thank you Alex,
for sharing this journey with me, pushing the book in the right directions, and being a rock I could
count on. You’ve helped make this work much better than I could’ve alone.Thanks to many
friends for constant encouragement, particularly Carl and Elaine. You two won’t read this book,
but you’re the reason I thought I could write it.Caffeinated thanks to Central Coffee[1] and Not
Just Coffee,[2] where most of my writing got done.Most of all, thank you to my wife Christina for
her support, patience, occasional kicks in the shin, and for allowing me to continue working on
the text while we planned our wedding. So oh oh.Footnotes[1][2]IntroductionTaking a
programming language out of the toy box and into the workplace can be a daunting prospect. If
you haven’t designed or developed a life-size application in Clojure before, you may not know
where to begin, how to proceed, or what your day-to-day development process will look like.
You’re not alone, and we’re here to help. We’re going to show you how to take your Clojure
practice to the professional level.Clojure’s focus on data, Lisp syntax, and functional leanings
can empower you to write elegant applications. Learning to take full advantage of these facilities,
though, is more than just syntax. Think about the game of chess.Understanding how to play
chess is more than understanding which pieces can move where. Broader concerns are
involved: choosing an opening, pressuring and holding the center, the transition to the midgame,
trapping your opponent’s king. You can play the game the minute you understand the
mechanics, but achieving any level of satisfying victory requires an understanding of the larger
concepts.Learning Clojure is no different. The syntax and behavior are only the first step toward
proficiency. Understanding the language’s principles and putting them into practice is the next
step.When you’re new to any topic it helps to have strong guidelines with which to operate. Rules
become practice, practice becomes habit, and habit becomes instinct. Before long, you’ll have a
nose for doing the right thing.As you strengthen your practice, you’ll know which rules can be
bent and evolve your own personal style. You’ll eventually outgrow the techniques we present,
but by then—we hope!—you’ll look fondly back at this text as one of your stepping stones to
mastery.Putting Clojure to WorkAll Clojure applications build upon a foundation of immutable
values. Immutability is present not just for simple scalar values but also for composite values like
lists, vectors, maps, and sets. The axiom of immutability underlies our approach to data
transformation, state, concurrency, and even API design.In this book, you’ll learn to build Clojure
applications from bottom to top, then how to take those systems to production. This process
starts from simple concepts and builds larger units of code until the application has full
functionality.We’ll start by looking at how to model a problem domain with domain entities and
relationships. You’ll learn how to choose the best data structure to use when collecting values
and entities in your domain, including some lesser-known and more-specialized options. If none
of the available collections is sufficient, you’ll even learn how to build your own custom collection
that can work with the existing Clojure core library.Once you have your data representation, you
need to consider how to transform both your entities and collections. For this, you can rely



primarily on the tools of functional programming. Most of the functions you’ll create in a Clojure
program are pure: they transform one immutable value (whether it’s an entity, collection,
sequence, or tree) to another immutable value without side effects. This pairing of immutable
values and pure functions makes your code easy to understand, easy to test, and immune to
many of the problems caused by unmanaged mutability.Building ApplicationsOnce we’ve
developed a representation of our data and the basic operations upon it, we need to consider
how to build up from there into larger structures that compose an application. This will require
things like state, concurrency, and components.The combination of immutable values and pure
functions provides exactly the foundation we need to create and maintain state. In Clojure, state
is the current value referenced by an identity. State changes happen when an update function
transforms the current value to a new value. Clojure has several stateful reference types that can
establish a shared identity. You’ll learn how to select the best reference type for your
needs.Although this state model is simple, it’s the secret to Clojure’s suitability for writing
concurrent programs. When you can rely on immutable values and a simple model for state
changes, it becomes much easier to use concurrency to scale up your processing. You’ll learn
how to leverage Clojure concurrency techniques for both doing work in the background and
processing data in parallel.We then need to move to bigger units of code to accomplish bigger
goals. You’ll learn how to leverage namespaces to organize code and how to design
components. Components expose functionality through an API and can contain state and
manage concurrency. Components can even aggregate other components and act as
application subsystems.Finally, it’s time to assemble the whole application by gluing together
components. You’ll learn how to load your system configuration, instantiate components,
connect those components, and provide entry points for the application as a whole.This process
of building systems from bottom to top is logical, but it’s unlikely that you’ll follow it in linear order
in every real application. You may start at the bottom developing a data model, but you may also
start at the top, determining how a system will be broken up into subsystems or components,
and how those components are connected. Most likely you’ll bounce back and forth and do both!
Both directions of work allow us to gain a greater understanding of the problem. Only an iterative
process combining information from both will allow the shape of the final solution to emerge.
Nevertheless, you should expect that the end application will contain the pieces we discussed in
the preceding text when you get to the end.From Build to DeployAfter you’ve seen an overview
of how to build a Clojure application, you’ll need to consider other concerns, such as testing,
integration, and deployment.When you look into testing Clojure code, you’ll find that Clojure
developers lean away from example-based unit testing and more toward other approaches such
as interactive development in the REPL and model- or property-oriented approaches that can
survey a wider range of inputs for correctness. This approach provides more coverage in less
time and creates tests that are easier to maintain over time. However, it’s a shift in thinking, and
some practice is required to yield the greatest benefits.You may also need to connect your
Clojure-based application to other systems, either by integrating a web or other user interface,



exposing an API service, or consuming external APIs. The Clojure approach to these problems,
unsurprisingly, treats data (and the transmission of data over wires) with importance. You’ll learn
about some of the available options and which ones to use in different situations to maximize
performance or extensibility.Finally, you need to deploy your application to cloud-based
containers. We’ll look at some of the most popular choices and how to choose among
them.About This BookThis book is a bridge from introductory material to solving real problems
with Clojure, providing a guide to thinking about problems in ways that are harmonious with the
tools provided.Who This Book Is ForYou should be familiar with Clojure’s basic concepts and
syntax to read this book. You’ll learn to connect the pieces you already know to support the
larger goal of building great applications.How to Read This BookParts 1 and 2 should be read in
order, because each chapter builds on previous topics. It’s a narrative, not a reference. Part 3
can be read in any order. Each chapter in Part 3 is self-contained but may depend at times on
content discussed in Parts 1 and 2.Code and NotationWhether in a code block or embedded in
text, code uses the following font:(println "Hello!")For commands to be typed in a REPL, the
namespace is shown (in this case, user) and a slightly different highlighting scheme used. Any
output relevant to the evaluated statement is in code font immediately below the executed
code:user=> (println "Hello!")Hello! The location of source code that can be found in the
accompanying source bundle precedes the code:(+ 5 4 3 2 1)In several instances we add
indentation (as you might see in Clojure source) to output, for clarity:user=> (current-
customer)#Customer{:cname "Danny Tanner",:email
"danny@fullhouse.example.com",:membership-number 28374}In other instances, we use a
nonstandard (but useful) convention to denote code that has been elided for brevity. Three
commas ,,, mark a section of code that’s been removed for brevity. You may see this type of
ellipsis referred to as the Fogus comma.[3]Online ResourcesThe code examples we use are
available online at the Pragmatic Bookshelf website.[4] A community forum is also available
there for discussion, questions, and submitting any errata you find.To get the most out of the
examples, you’ll want to install Clojure. A number of good online resources[5] are available, but
the easiest way to get Clojure on your system is to install Leiningen.[6]Alex Miller and Ben
VandgriftAugust 2015Footnotes[3][4][5][6]Part 1FoundationsClojure applications are based on
two fundamental tools: immutable values and pure functions. You’ll learn how to define the
domain model in terms of immutable values, and how to transform that model using
transformation functions.Chapter 1Model Your DomainData is the bedrock of our programs. It’s
what we build everything else on, so it’s the first thing we consider when developing an
application. Clojure makes data immutable and stable while exposing it for generic access. This
makes code simpler, easier to reason about, and more concise.Clojure has a great set of tools
for representing any domain as data, but sometimes it’s not clear how to get from a block of
stone to a finished sculpture. We’re going to show you how to apply a range of techniques—from
basic to advanced—for creating the best structure for your data.Pick up your chisels—we’ve got
some data sculpting to do!Modeling EntitiesAny programming effort starts with a problem we



want to solve. The first task we face is how to model the domain of the problem to express our
solution. The decisions we make will affect how we interact with external systems as well as the
algorithms and performance of our application. We’ll start by considering how we should
represent domain entities in Clojure.In Clojure, we use either maps or records to represent
domain entities. Maps are generic collections of key-value pairs, whereas records construct a
type with predefined structure for well-known fields.We’re going to look at a number of
considerations involved in choosing between maps and records based on expected usage
patterns and performance needs. But let’s start by reviewing how we use maps and records to
model entities.MapsMaps have no predefined structure and few constraints, yielding great
flexibility. Maps are a collection of key-value pairs that allow values to be looked up by key in
effectively constant time. To use a map as an entity, we specify attribute names as keys, typically
as keywords.Effectively Constant TimeMaps, vectors, and sets are implemented in Clojure by
Hash Array Mapped Tries using a 32-way branching factor. Lookups are based on tree traversal,
which has time complexity O(log n). However, these Clojure data structures use a 32-way
branching factor, so the actual lookup time is O(log32 n). Practically speaking, most maps
require no more than two to three levels, and a map with a billion entries requires only six.
Because this function grows so slowly we call lookups on these data structures effectively
constant.Suppose we’ve been tasked with creating a program to simulate the solar system. In
our program we’ll likely need entities to represent the sun, the planets, their moons, and perhaps
other objects of note. Let’s start with thinking about how to model Earth as an entity. Earth, as a
planet, has a number of attributes that might be of interest in our simulation.In Clojure, the
simplest way to model an entity with a set of attributes is to use a Clojure map:(def earth {:name
"Earth":moons 1 :volume 1.08321e12 ;; km^3 :mass 5.97219e24 ;; kg
:aphelion 152098232 ;; km, farthest from sun :perihelion 147098290 ;; km, closest to
sun})As you’ll see in later chapters, it’s often useful to have an entity type that can be used to
drive dynamic behavior. For example, we may want to find only the set of solar system entities
that are planets. We can extend our example slightly by including an extra :type attribute to mark
the entity:(def earth {:name "Earth":moons 1 :volume 1.08321e12 ;; km^3
:mass 5.97219e24 ;; kg :aphelion 152098232 ;; km, farthest from sun
:perihelion 147098290 ;; km, closest to sun :type :Planet ;; entity type})We now have
a planet instance and even a usable entity type, but we didn’t capture this structure (specifically
the field names) in a way that’s useful to other developers on our team.Clojure records were
designed for this purpose.RecordsRecords provide some class-like features —well-known fields
and constructors—to support domain entities. Records are created with a type name and fields:
(defrecord Planet [namemoons volume ;; km^3 mass ;; kg
aphelion ;; km, farthest from sun perihelion ;; km, closest to sun])Once the record
structure is defined, we can use it to create many instances of the record with the same well-
known fields. All instances of this record will have an observable type of Planet (in the
namespace where we created it).The fields of a defrecord are shared by all instances of a



domain entity. In addition, two factory functions are automatically created to assist in creating
new instances. For the Planet record, there will be a positional factory function (->Planet) that
expects a value for each attribute in the order specified by defrecord and a map factory function
(map->Planet) that expects a map with keyed values:;; Positional factory function(def earth (-
>Planet "Earth" 1 1.08321e12 5.97219e24 152098232 147098290));; Map factory function(def
earth (map->Planet {:name "Earth":moons 1:volume 1.08321e12:mass
5.97219e24:aphelion 152098232:perihelion 147098290}))The positional factory function is
more concise but requires all attributes to be included in the specified order, so callers are more
likely to break if the record is changed. The map factory function allows the omission of optional
attributes, provides more description, and continues to work even if new attributes are added to
the record.Deciding Between Maps and RecordsMaps and records both use the standard map
collection functions for access and modification, but most of the time records are a better choice
for domain entities. Records leverage features of the host platform—the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM)—to provide better performance in several ways. Records define their type by creating a
Java class with a field for each attribute. A record can thus take primitive type hints in its field
definition and will create primitive fields in the underlying Java class, which provides a more
efficient representation and faster arithmetic for numbers. The underlying Java class also
provides a place to implement Java interfaces and Clojure protocols, placing behavior directly
on the record and providing the fastest possible function dispatch for those cases.Given that
records give you well-known fields, a type, factory functions, and better performance, they
should be your first choice for domain entities. Why might we use maps instead?One specific
case for which you should strongly consider maps is in public-facing APIs, whether they’re
expected to be consumed by Java or by Clojure. In an API, it’s important to minimize the
constraints on our callers. Requiring them to create instances of our record classes causes
some of the details of those classes to be effectively public as well. In this case, maps with a
well-known set of keys commit to less and are a simpler and better choice.Don’t fret about
making the wrong choice between maps and records! Records effectively are maps in all
important ways. Both maps and records present the same interface—you simply ask for an
attribute value by key using functions like get. So it’s easy to use records internally but only
commit to the map aspects of records when returning entities from an API. The two main places
you’re likely to see differences are in construction and dynamic behavior based on type.In
addition to the factory functions provided by defrecord, it can be useful to define functions that
provide more flexibility when you create entities. We’ll address these in more detail
next.Constructing EntitiesOnce you’ve defined an entity’s structure, you need to build functions
that populate that structure. Most of the time, you populate your entities using defrecord’s
positional and map factory functions, or the core library functions to create maps (like {}, hash-
map, and zipmap).However, some common situations deserve a bit more consideration. One of
the most common situations is the case of entities with optional values. Clojure can deal with this
in a number of ways, and we’ll look at some of the most common. We’ll also look at constructors



that create derived values or have side effects.On Terms and NamingWe use the term factory
function to specifically describe the functions created automatically by defrecord and
constructor to refer to any other function that constructs new entity instances. However, be
aware that these terms are often used interchangeably in the Clojure community and may have
different connotations in other language communities.It’s useful to have a naming convention for
constructor functions across your project. The Clojure community has no standard naming
convention for constructors, but some of the most common constructor prefixes used are new-,
make-, and map->. We’ll primarily use make- but feel free to adopt your own convention—just
use it consistently.First we’ll consider how to deal with optional arguments.Constructing with
OptionsUse of optional arguments can give your constructors flexibility. If you’re expecting to
build entities in a variety of ways, optional arguments can help.We can include optional
arguments in the definition of a function by adding & opts to the arguments vector:(defn fn-with-
opts [f1 f2 & opts] ,,, )Of course, opts can be named whatever you like. Optional arguments
passed to the function are collected into a sequence and bound to opts within the function
body.Positional DestructuringWhen defining constructors with optional arguments, you can use
destructuring[7] for clarity:(defn make-entity [f1 f2 & [f3 f4]] ,,, )This allows any number of
optional arguments, binding f3 and f4 based on their position. Clojure’s destructuring capabilities
can vastly improve your quality of life as a developer. Any code in which you find yourself making
frequent use of positional functions like first, second, or nth can typically be more simply written
with destructuring.You can use this technique to define a constructor function that takes zero or
more fields, prioritized by dependency. Let’s look at a snippet concerned with manipulating
currency. Along with methods for adding currency (+$) and multiplying sums by a number (*$),
we want a Money entity that encapsulates a money value in a particular currency.In Patterns of
Enterprise Application Architecture [Fow03], Martin Fowler describes a representation of
monetary values that avoids many of the pitfalls of using a floating-point number, while
abstracting away issues of currency. Let’s build a Money value object in Clojure. We start with
the records to model the values:(ns ch1.money)(declare validate-same-currency)(defrecord
Currency [divisor sym desc])(defrecord Money [amount ^Currency
currency]java.lang.Comparable(compareTo [m1 m2](validate-same-currency m1 m2)
(compare (:amount m1) (:amount m2))))(def currencies {:usd (->Currency 100 "USD" "US
Dollars") :eur (->Currency 100 "EUR" "Euro")})We also need functions for adding,
comparing, multiplying, and other operations:(defn- validate-same-currency[m1 m2] (or (=
(:currency m1) (:currency m2)) (throw (ex-info "Currencies do not match."{:m1 m1 :m2
m2}))))(defn =$ ([m1] true) ([m1 m2] (zero? (.compareTo m1 m2)))([m1 m2 & monies] (every?
zero? (map #(.compareTo m1 %) (conj monies m2)))))(defn +$ ([m1] m1) ([m1 m2] (validate-
same-currency m1 m2) (->Money (+ (:amount m1) (:amount m2)) (:currency m1)))([m1 m2 &
monies] (reduce +$ m1 (conj monies m2))))(defn *$ [m n] (->Money (* n (:amount m))
(:currency m)))Now let’s build a flexible Money constructor that includes default values:(defn
make-money([] (make-money 0))([amount] (make-money amount :usd))([amount currency] (-



>Money amount currency)))Now, from the REPL, we can call make-money in a number of ways:
(make-money);;-> #money.Money{:amount 0,;; :currency #money.Currency{:divisor
100,;; :sym "USD",;; :desc "US Dollars"}}(make-
money 1);;-> #money.Money{:amount 1,;; :currency #money.Currency{:divisor 100,;;
:sym "USD",;; :desc "US Dollars"}}(make-money 5
(:eur currencies));;-> #money.Money{:amount 5,;; :currency #money.Currency{:divisor
100,;; :sym "EUR",;; :desc "Euro"}}In the function
body, values more likely to be needed are placed earlier in the argument list.Map
DestructuringOften, though, it’s useful to accept optional arguments in any order. In this case,
accepting a map of options that can be destructured is one simple solution:(defn make-entity [f1
f2 {:keys [f3 f4] :as opts}] ,,, )For example, consider extending our space simulation to also
include data about the Apollo missions. These missions varied as to whether they were manned,
had a lunar module, and so on. We can accept all of these options by destructuring a single map
of options:(defn make-mission[name system launched manned? opts] (let [{:keys [cm-name ;;
command module lm-name ;; lunar moduleorbitsevas]} opts],,, ))(def apollo-4 (make-
mission "Apollo 4" "Saturn V" #inst "1967-11-09T12:00:01-00:00"false{:orbits
3}))A set of default values can be provided by merging the incoming opts map with a map of
defaults:(def mission-defaults {:orbits 0, :evas 0})(defn make-mission[name system launched
manned? opts] (let [{:keys [cm-name ;; command module lm-name ;; lunar
moduleorbits evas]} (merge mission-defaults opts)],,, ))The merge works left-to-right with
successive entries replacing prior ones, so in this example the mission-defaults come first and
are then overridden by the opts if they were passed.Another common way to accept optional
arguments is to destructure the varargs sequence as a map (note the extra &):(defn make-
mission[name system launched manned? & opts] (let [{:keys [cm-name ;; command module
lm-name ;; lunar moduleorbitsevas]} opts],,, ))(def apollo-4 (make-mission "Apollo 4"
"Saturn V" #inst "1967-11-09T12:00:01-00:00"false:orbits 3))(def apollo-11
(make-mission "Apollo 11" "Saturn V" #inst
"1969-07-16T13:32:00-00:00" true :cm-name "Columbia" :lm-
name "Eagle":orbits 30:evas 1))In both of these cases, you may find it useful to provide default
values for some of the options. This can be done by using :or destructuring to provide the
defaults:(defn make-mission[name system launched manned? & opts] (let [{:keys [cm-name ;;
command module lm-name ;; lunar moduleorbitsevas] :or {orbits 0, evas 0}} opts] ;;
default to 0,,, ))(def apollo-4 (make-mission "Apollo 4" "Saturn V" #inst
"1967-11-09T12:00:01-00:00"false:orbits 3))This example provides a default value of 0 for the
evas and orbits keys. Other default values could be added to the :or map as well.Constructor
CalculationsSo far, we’ve shown constructors as a way to populate an entity with options. A
constructor can also include calculations required to create an entity from derived values. To
demonstrate this, let’s reconsider the Planet entity we defined here:(defrecord Planet [name
moons volumemass aphelion perihelion])This definition would be sufficient for a planetary



catalog. However, if we’re writing an application that models the orbital mechanics of planets
around a central star, we might need to know a little more about the planet’s orbit. Don’t worry
about understanding the mathematics behind orbital mechanics—you’re not here to learn
astrophysics.Let’s assume that the information we receive to construct our planet entity includes
an eccentricity vector. Using that vector, let’s add the planet’s orbital eccentricity (the amount the
orbit deviates from a perfect circle) to our entity:(defn euclidean-norm [ecc-vector] ,,,)(defrecord
Planet[name moons volume mass aphelion perihelion orbital-eccentricity])(defn make-
planet "Make a planet from field values and an eccentricity vector"[name moons volume mass
aphelion perhelion ecc-vector](->Planet name moons volume mass aphelion
perhelion(euclidean-norm ecc-vector)))To get from an eccentricity vector to the orbital
eccentricity, we apply the euclidean-norm to that vector. We use the result to call the record’s
positional factory function (->Planet).Constructors with Side EffectsSometimes the initialization
of an entity includes unavoidable side effects, such as I/O. Using a constructor for this purpose
isolates those side effects from the rest of the code.For example, consider our solar system
simulation and the need to load an image file for use as a PlanetImage in our simulation:(ns
ch1.image(:require [clojure.java.io :as io])(:import [javax.imageio ImageIO][java.awt.image
BufferedImage]))(defrecord PlanetImage [src ^BufferedImage contents])(defn make-planet-
image "Make a PlanetImage; may throw IOException"[src] (with-open [img (ImageIO/read (io/
input-stream src))](->PlanetImage src img)))Rendering an image requires the BufferedImage
captured in contents. By consolidating this into the constructor, we effectively automate the I/O
we know we’ll require. Using side effects in this way often adds complexity, however. In this
example, we must be prepared to deal with an IOException thrown by either ImageIO/read or
input-stream whenever we construct a PlanetImage.Constructor Functions and Java
InteropConstructor functions are useful when one of your domain entities is imported from Java.
Java classes often have many constructors for a variety of types—some of which have the same
arity—and don’t always do exactly what you want. A constructor function can provide a clean API
to work with in these cases and keeps the interop and type hinting out of your way.Default
EntitiesFinally, sometimes we want to create an entity representing a zero quantity or an empty
container. You could create a function to construct a single entity in its default state. For example,
new-money creates a Money instance with a value of $0.00 usd:(defn new-money "$0.00 usd"[]
(->Money 0 :usd))Remember, though, that Clojure uses immutable values. If your default
entity function is always returning the same value, it’s more efficient to declare it as a zero-
dollars value rather than as a function:(def zero-dollars (->Money 0 :usd))Thinking in this way
goes with the flow of Clojure’s immutability and can clean up your code.Now that you know many
ways to model and construct entities, let’s consider how we can start to combine them with
relationships.Modeling RelationshipsEntities by themselves aren’t much use. Most models will
need to connect entities of different types to create relationships in the data, like the foreign keys
in a SQL database.An entity can use three main techniques to refer to another entity: nesting,
identifiers, and stateful references. All of these techniques have analogues in other languages



(and databases), but Clojure users prioritize the use of these techniques differently than in other
languages. Languages like Java rely heavily on stateful references from one mutable object to
another. Clojure users use the nesting and identifier techniques first and fall back to stateful
references only in special cases.Nesting simply means including another entity directly under a
parent entity. Nesting is an easy choice when the nested entity is part of the parent entity and will
follow its life cycle.Let’s consider a real example. If we’re building a recipe-manager application,
we obviously need to model a recipe:(defrecord Recipe [name ;; string author ;; recipe
creator description ;; string ingredients ;; list of ingredients steps ;; sequence of string
servings ;; number of servings]) We won’t cover all the details of this until later. Focus for
now on the recipe’s author field. We’ll keep our author model simple for the moment:(defrecord
Person [fname ;; first name lname ;; last name]) Now let’s consider the options we have for
connecting Recipe and Person instances. If we’re interested in making the Recipe the
centerpiece of our application and consider authors to be merely descriptive information about
the recipe, we can nest the person underneath the recipe:(def toast (->Recipe "Toast" (-
>Person "Alex" "Miller") ;; nested "Crispy bread" ["Slice of bread"] ["Toast bread in toaster"]1))
However, another version of our application might consider the authors to be of more
importance. Users might expect that updating a person’s information in one recipe will update
that information in all the recipes. In that case, we might want to model the Person as the primary
entity and have the person nest a list of Recipes he or she has authored.Or you might want both
Person and Recipe to be top-level entities that can each be updated in a single place. For
example, a Recipe might have multiple authors. In this case, we may not want to rely on nesting
at instead refer to an entity by a well-known identifier. An identifier is a simple value (usually a
keyword, string, or number) that refers to an entity defined elsewhere. Let’s rework our data
model to allow recipes and authors to be managed indepedently:(def people {"p1" (->Person
"Alex" "Miller")})(def recipes {"r1" (->Recipe "Toast" "p1" ;; Person id "Crispy
bread" ["Slice of bread"] ["Toast bread in toaster"]1)})Clojure AppliedFrom Practice to
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AppliedStarting your first Clojure job? Kicking off your first big open source Clojure project? This
is the book you need to get started building Clojure projects. You may worry, “I don't know what I
don't know.” This book points you to the things you need to know.→Bridget HillyerSoftware
developer, LivingSocialWhile other Clojure books enumerate the beautiful, pristine qualities
derived from immutability and functional programming, this book is about getting your hands
very dirty. Clojure Applied takes you step by step through the process of designing, writing, and
shipping robust, high-performance production systems.→David NolenSoftware developer,
CognitectIt’s refreshing to see experts such as Ben and Alex distill their knowledge into a tome
for the masses. Clojure Applied covers a myriad of subjects that perplexed me about Clojure on
my own journey. I’m hopeful the book will short-circuit the journey for many.→Ryan
NeufeldSoftware consultant, founder, Homegrown LabsClojure Applied is the book I wish I had
when I started writing Clojure. This book is packed with advice and tips based on years of real-
world experience. I learned something new on what seemed like every page. Buy this book and
take your Clojure code to the next level.→Larry Staton, Jr.Senior software engineer, Hendrick
Automotive GroupI had a solid foundation and collection of recipes. When I was ready for the
next level, Clojure Applied gave me application patterns and instructed me on how to apply them
in an idiomatic way, quickly. Clojure Applied clearly articulates the voices of the authors of the
language and libraries, teaching me to design applications in the way the language and its
components were designed for.→Adam HunterSoftware development lead, TMA, Inc.If you
admire the design of the Clojure language and would like to learn how to apply the same
principles to your own code, then this is the book for you.→David McNeilSoftware developer,



LonoCloudEarly praise for Clojure AppliedStarting your first Clojure job? Kicking off your first big
open source Clojure project? This is the book you need to get started building Clojure projects.
You may worry, “I don't know what I don't know.” This book points you to the things you need to
know.→Bridget HillyerSoftware developer, LivingSocial→Bridget HillyerSoftware developer,
LivingSocialWhile other Clojure books enumerate the beautiful, pristine qualities derived from
immutability and functional programming, this book is about getting your hands very dirty.
Clojure Applied takes you step by step through the process of designing, writing, and shipping
robust, high-performance production systems.→David NolenSoftware developer,
Cognitect→David NolenSoftware developer, CognitectIt’s refreshing to see experts such as Ben
and Alex distill their knowledge into a tome for the masses. Clojure Applied covers a myriad of
subjects that perplexed me about Clojure on my own journey. I’m hopeful the book will short-
circuit the journey for many.→Ryan NeufeldSoftware consultant, founder, Homegrown
Labs→Ryan NeufeldSoftware consultant, founder, Homegrown LabsClojure Applied is the book I
wish I had when I started writing Clojure. This book is packed with advice and tips based on
years of real-world experience. I learned something new on what seemed like every page. Buy
this book and take your Clojure code to the next level.→Larry Staton, Jr.Senior software
engineer, Hendrick Automotive Group→Larry Staton, Jr.Senior software engineer, Hendrick
Automotive GroupI had a solid foundation and collection of recipes. When I was ready for the
next level, Clojure Applied gave me application patterns and instructed me on how to apply them
in an idiomatic way, quickly. Clojure Applied clearly articulates the voices of the authors of the
language and libraries, teaching me to design applications in the way the language and its
components were designed for.→Adam HunterSoftware development lead, TMA, Inc.→Adam
HunterSoftware development lead, TMA, Inc.If you admire the design of the Clojure language
and would like to learn how to apply the same principles to your own code, then this is the book
for you.→David McNeilSoftware developer, LonoCloud→David McNeilSoftware developer,
LonoCloudForewordFor most people, the process of learning Clojure proceeds in three stages.
First are the fundamentals: when do I use parentheses and when do I use brackets? How is a
vector different from a list? And what’s the syntax for a function literal again?The middle stage of
learning Clojure is when you work out how it all fits together. How do I assemble all these first-
class functions into working code? How do I turn laziness into an ally instead of a confusing
adversary? And just how do I get anything done with data structures that I can’t modify?Once
you have enough understanding of the language to be able to bootstrap from what you know to
what you want to know, you enter the third and final stage of learning Clojure. This is when you
explore the Clojure ecosystem of libraries and applications, using your new knowledge to work
out what other people have built and how they went about building it. This is also when most
people start making their own contributions. It’s all fun, but the third stage is when the serious fun
kicks in.Given how minimal Clojure’s syntax is, the first stage usually goes quickly and
painlessly. The third stage generally takes quite a bit longer, but most people don’t seem to
notice since they’re having such a good time. It’s that middle phase that tends to be the



challenge: you understand the basics but aren’t quite sure what you do with them. For example,
functional programming is a straightforward idea: you write your code as a series of functions
that do nothing but take some arguments and produce a result. Getting the hang of actually
writing functional programs—of assembling these little bits of algorithm into a working whole—is
a much bigger challenge. The same is true of many of the other concepts embraced by Clojure:
simple and easy to grasp, harder to assemble into a working whole. The middle stage of learning
Clojure is when you really learn Clojure.Clojure Applied is aimed squarely at the middle stage of
learning Clojure. If you know how to write Clojure functions but still aren’t 100 percent sure how
you do this functional programming thing, this book can help you. If you know how to fill up all
those persistent data structures with data, but you aren’t sure where to go from there, this is the
book for you. If you find yourself struggling with the issues of state and when and how it should
change, keep reading. As the name suggests, Clojure Applied is about using Clojure to solve
real problems and build real code—and get to the serious fun.Most people find that once they
learn Clojure it’s hard to go back. Get used to Clojure’s finely honed minimalism, its elegant and
powerful approach to programming, and you wonder how you ever lived without it. As I say,
there’s no going back. But with this book, Alex and Ben have come back. They’ve come back for
you. They’ve come back to be your guide, to help you through the middle stage of learning
Clojure, the after the basics but before mastery part of the trip. Enjoy the ride.Russ
OlsenHerndon, VA, April 1, 2015ForewordFor most people, the process of learning Clojure
proceeds in three stages. First are the fundamentals: when do I use parentheses and when do I
use brackets? How is a vector different from a list? And what’s the syntax for a function literal
again?The middle stage of learning Clojure is when you work out how it all fits together. How do I
assemble all these first-class functions into working code? How do I turn laziness into an ally
instead of a confusing adversary? And just how do I get anything done with data structures that I
can’t modify?Once you have enough understanding of the language to be able to bootstrap from
what you know to what you want to know, you enter the third and final stage of learning Clojure.
This is when you explore the Clojure ecosystem of libraries and applications, using your new
knowledge to work out what other people have built and how they went about building it. This is
also when most people start making their own contributions. It’s all fun, but the third stage is
when the serious fun kicks in.Given how minimal Clojure’s syntax is, the first stage usually goes
quickly and painlessly. The third stage generally takes quite a bit longer, but most people don’t
seem to notice since they’re having such a good time. It’s that middle phase that tends to be the
challenge: you understand the basics but aren’t quite sure what you do with them. For example,
functional programming is a straightforward idea: you write your code as a series of functions
that do nothing but take some arguments and produce a result. Getting the hang of actually
writing functional programs—of assembling these little bits of algorithm into a working whole—is
a much bigger challenge. The same is true of many of the other concepts embraced by Clojure:
simple and easy to grasp, harder to assemble into a working whole. The middle stage of learning
Clojure is when you really learn Clojure.Clojure Applied is aimed squarely at the middle stage of



learning Clojure. If you know how to write Clojure functions but still aren’t 100 percent sure how
you do this functional programming thing, this book can help you. If you know how to fill up all
those persistent data structures with data, but you aren’t sure where to go from there, this is the
book for you. If you find yourself struggling with the issues of state and when and how it should
change, keep reading. As the name suggests, Clojure Applied is about using Clojure to solve
real problems and build real code—and get to the serious fun.Most people find that once they
learn Clojure it’s hard to go back. Get used to Clojure’s finely honed minimalism, its elegant and
powerful approach to programming, and you wonder how you ever lived without it. As I say,
there’s no going back. But with this book, Alex and Ben have come back. They’ve come back for
you. They’ve come back to be your guide, to help you through the middle stage of learning
Clojure, the after the basics but before mastery part of the trip. Enjoy the ride.Russ
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the text while we planned our wedding. So oh oh.Footnotes[1][2]AcknowledgmentsThis book
wouldn’t have been possible without the help of many people. They did their level best to make
this book spectacular, and where it falls short, the fault is entirely ours.We’d like to thank the staff
at Pragmatic Bookshelf, our editor Jacquelyn Carter, managing editor Susannah Pfalzer, and the
publishers Andy Hunt and Dave Thomas. Jackie provided us with excellent advice and dealt
patiently with our often hectic schedules.Thanks to Rich Hickey for creating our favorite
programming language and for helping us think about good problems. Thanks to everyone at
Cognitect for being great colleagues and supporting both Clojure and the book. Additionally,
thanks to the Clojure community—you continually amaze us with your ideas and
contributions.Thanks to those who reviewed the book both on and off the record: Mario Aquino,
Kevin Archie, Aaron Arnett, Stu Halloway, Bridget Hillyer, Adam Hunter, Ben Kamphaus, David
McNeil, Andrew Mertz, Ryan Neufeld, Russ Olsen, Alex Stangl, and Larry Staton, Jr.An
especially heartfelt thanks to Russ Olsen for his excellent foreword, and for the many times he
gave sound advice on how to sound as patient, encouraging, and friendly as he does by reflex
alone.Thank you to those who posted feedback through the discussion forums, errata page, and
other online communities. A special thanks to Stig Brautaset, who contributed generously to the
asynchronous shopping example in  Shopping with a Pack .From Alex:Thanks first to Ben, both
for asking me to participate in this effort, and then for not kicking me out when I suggested
substantial changes in direction.Thanks to my daughter Ella for an unending stream of
humorous faux book reviews and requests to read the book. Thanks to my son Truman for
(mostly) not playing drums outside my office during writing time. Thanks to my son Beck for the
reminder that there’s always time to get shot by a NERF gun. Finally, the biggest thanks go to my
wife Mary for her love and support despite far too many late nights of writing. It’s all done now, I
promise!From Ben:Thank you Alex, for sharing this journey with me, pushing the book in the
right directions, and being a rock I could count on. You’ve helped make this work much better
than I could’ve alone.Thanks to many friends for constant encouragement, particularly Carl and
Elaine. You two won’t read this book, but you’re the reason I thought I could write it.Caffeinated
thanks to Central Coffee[1] and Not Just Coffee,[2] where most of my writing got done.Most of
all, thank you to my wife Christina for her support, patience, occasional kicks in the shin, and for
allowing me to continue working on the text while we planned our wedding. So oh
oh.Footnotes[1][1][2][2]IntroductionTaking a programming language out of the toy box and into
the workplace can be a daunting prospect. If you haven’t designed or developed a life-size
application in Clojure before, you may not know where to begin, how to proceed, or what your
day-to-day development process will look like. You’re not alone, and we’re here to help. We’re
going to show you how to take your Clojure practice to the professional level.Clojure’s focus on
data, Lisp syntax, and functional leanings can empower you to write elegant applications.
Learning to take full advantage of these facilities, though, is more than just syntax. Think about
the game of chess.Understanding how to play chess is more than understanding which pieces



can move where. Broader concerns are involved: choosing an opening, pressuring and holding
the center, the transition to the midgame, trapping your opponent’s king. You can play the game
the minute you understand the mechanics, but achieving any level of satisfying victory requires
an understanding of the larger concepts.Learning Clojure is no different. The syntax and
behavior are only the first step toward proficiency. Understanding the language’s principles and
putting them into practice is the next step.When you’re new to any topic it helps to have strong
guidelines with which to operate. Rules become practice, practice becomes habit, and habit
becomes instinct. Before long, you’ll have a nose for doing the right thing.As you strengthen your
practice, you’ll know which rules can be bent and evolve your own personal style. You’ll
eventually outgrow the techniques we present, but by then—we hope!—you’ll look fondly back at
this text as one of your stepping stones to mastery.Putting Clojure to WorkAll Clojure
applications build upon a foundation of immutable values. Immutability is present not just for
simple scalar values but also for composite values like lists, vectors, maps, and sets. The axiom
of immutability underlies our approach to data transformation, state, concurrency, and even API
design.In this book, you’ll learn to build Clojure applications from bottom to top, then how to take
those systems to production. This process starts from simple concepts and builds larger units of
code until the application has full functionality.We’ll start by looking at how to model a problem
domain with domain entities and relationships. You’ll learn how to choose the best data structure
to use when collecting values and entities in your domain, including some lesser-known and
more-specialized options. If none of the available collections is sufficient, you’ll even learn how
to build your own custom collection that can work with the existing Clojure core library.Once you
have your data representation, you need to consider how to transform both your entities and
collections. For this, you can rely primarily on the tools of functional programming. Most of the
functions you’ll create in a Clojure program are pure: they transform one immutable value
(whether it’s an entity, collection, sequence, or tree) to another immutable value without side
effects. This pairing of immutable values and pure functions makes your code easy to
understand, easy to test, and immune to many of the problems caused by unmanaged
mutability.Building ApplicationsOnce we’ve developed a representation of our data and the
basic operations upon it, we need to consider how to build up from there into larger structures
that compose an application. This will require things like state, concurrency, and
components.The combination of immutable values and pure functions provides exactly the
foundation we need to create and maintain state. In Clojure, state is the current value referenced
by an identity. State changes happen when an update function transforms the current value to a
new value. Clojure has several stateful reference types that can establish a shared identity. You’ll
learn how to select the best reference type for your needs.Although this state model is simple,
it’s the secret to Clojure’s suitability for writing concurrent programs. When you can rely on
immutable values and a simple model for state changes, it becomes much easier to use
concurrency to scale up your processing. You’ll learn how to leverage Clojure concurrency
techniques for both doing work in the background and processing data in parallel.We then need



to move to bigger units of code to accomplish bigger goals. You’ll learn how to leverage
namespaces to organize code and how to design components. Components expose
functionality through an API and can contain state and manage concurrency. Components can
even aggregate other components and act as application subsystems.Finally, it’s time to
assemble the whole application by gluing together components. You’ll learn how to load your
system configuration, instantiate components, connect those components, and provide entry
points for the application as a whole.This process of building systems from bottom to top is
logical, but it’s unlikely that you’ll follow it in linear order in every real application. You may start at
the bottom developing a data model, but you may also start at the top, determining how a
system will be broken up into subsystems or components, and how those components are
connected. Most likely you’ll bounce back and forth and do both!Both directions of work allow us
to gain a greater understanding of the problem. Only an iterative process combining information
from both will allow the shape of the final solution to emerge. Nevertheless, you should expect
that the end application will contain the pieces we discussed in the preceding text when you get
to the end.From Build to DeployAfter you’ve seen an overview of how to build a Clojure
application, you’ll need to consider other concerns, such as testing, integration, and
deployment.When you look into testing Clojure code, you’ll find that Clojure developers lean
away from example-based unit testing and more toward other approaches such as interactive
development in the REPL and model- or property-oriented approaches that can survey a wider
range of inputs for correctness. This approach provides more coverage in less time and creates
tests that are easier to maintain over time. However, it’s a shift in thinking, and some practice is
required to yield the greatest benefits.You may also need to connect your Clojure-based
application to other systems, either by integrating a web or other user interface, exposing an API
service, or consuming external APIs. The Clojure approach to these problems, unsurprisingly,
treats data (and the transmission of data over wires) with importance. You’ll learn about some of
the available options and which ones to use in different situations to maximize performance or
extensibility.Finally, you need to deploy your application to cloud-based containers. We’ll look at
some of the most popular choices and how to choose among them.About This BookThis book is
a bridge from introductory material to solving real problems with Clojure, providing a guide to
thinking about problems in ways that are harmonious with the tools provided.Who This Book Is
ForYou should be familiar with Clojure’s basic concepts and syntax to read this book. You’ll learn
to connect the pieces you already know to support the larger goal of building great
applications.How to Read This BookParts 1 and 2 should be read in order, because each
chapter builds on previous topics. It’s a narrative, not a reference. Part 3 can be read in any
order. Each chapter in Part 3 is self-contained but may depend at times on content discussed in
Parts 1 and 2.Code and NotationWhether in a code block or embedded in text, code uses the
following font:(println "Hello!")For commands to be typed in a REPL, the namespace is shown
(in this case, user) and a slightly different highlighting scheme used. Any output relevant to the
evaluated statement is in code font immediately below the executed code:user=> (println



"Hello!")Hello! The location of source code that can be found in the accompanying source
bundle precedes the code:(+ 5 4 3 2 1)In several instances we add indentation (as you might
see in Clojure source) to output, for clarity:user=> (current-customer)#Customer{:cname "Danny
Tanner",:email "danny@fullhouse.example.com",:membership-number 28374}In other
instances, we use a nonstandard (but useful) convention to denote code that has been elided for
brevity. Three commas ,,, mark a section of code that’s been removed for brevity. You may see
this type of ellipsis referred to as the Fogus comma.[3]Online ResourcesThe code examples we
use are available online at the Pragmatic Bookshelf website.[4] A community forum is also
available there for discussion, questions, and submitting any errata you find.To get the most out
of the examples, you’ll want to install Clojure. A number of good online resources[5] are
available, but the easiest way to get Clojure on your system is to install Leiningen.[6]Alex Miller
and Ben VandgriftAugust 2015Footnotes[3][4][5][6]IntroductionTaking a programming language
out of the toy box and into the workplace can be a daunting prospect. If you haven’t designed or
developed a life-size application in Clojure before, you may not know where to begin, how to
proceed, or what your day-to-day development process will look like. You’re not alone, and we’re
here to help. We’re going to show you how to take your Clojure practice to the professional
level.Clojure’s focus on data, Lisp syntax, and functional leanings can empower you to write
elegant applications. Learning to take full advantage of these facilities, though, is more than just
syntax. Think about the game of chess.Understanding how to play chess is more than
understanding which pieces can move where. Broader concerns are involved: choosing an
opening, pressuring and holding the center, the transition to the midgame, trapping your
opponent’s king. You can play the game the minute you understand the mechanics, but
achieving any level of satisfying victory requires an understanding of the larger
concepts.Learning Clojure is no different. The syntax and behavior are only the first step toward
proficiency. Understanding the language’s principles and putting them into practice is the next
step.When you’re new to any topic it helps to have strong guidelines with which to operate. Rules
become practice, practice becomes habit, and habit becomes instinct. Before long, you’ll have a
nose for doing the right thing.As you strengthen your practice, you’ll know which rules can be
bent and evolve your own personal style. You’ll eventually outgrow the techniques we present,
but by then—we hope!—you’ll look fondly back at this text as one of your stepping stones to
mastery.Putting Clojure to WorkAll Clojure applications build upon a foundation of immutable
values. Immutability is present not just for simple scalar values but also for composite values like
lists, vectors, maps, and sets. The axiom of immutability underlies our approach to data
transformation, state, concurrency, and even API design.In this book, you’ll learn to build Clojure
applications from bottom to top, then how to take those systems to production. This process
starts from simple concepts and builds larger units of code until the application has full
functionality.We’ll start by looking at how to model a problem domain with domain entities and
relationships. You’ll learn how to choose the best data structure to use when collecting values
and entities in your domain, including some lesser-known and more-specialized options. If none



of the available collections is sufficient, you’ll even learn how to build your own custom collection
that can work with the existing Clojure core library.Once you have your data representation, you
need to consider how to transform both your entities and collections. For this, you can rely
primarily on the tools of functional programming. Most of the functions you’ll create in a Clojure
program are pure: they transform one immutable value (whether it’s an entity, collection,
sequence, or tree) to another immutable value without side effects. This pairing of immutable
values and pure functions makes your code easy to understand, easy to test, and immune to
many of the problems caused by unmanaged mutability.Building ApplicationsOnce we’ve
developed a representation of our data and the basic operations upon it, we need to consider
how to build up from there into larger structures that compose an application. This will require
things like state, concurrency, and components.The combination of immutable values and pure
functions provides exactly the foundation we need to create and maintain state. In Clojure, state
is the current value referenced by an identity. State changes happen when an update function
transforms the current value to a new value. Clojure has several stateful reference types that can
establish a shared identity. You’ll learn how to select the best reference type for your
needs.Although this state model is simple, it’s the secret to Clojure’s suitability for writing
concurrent programs. When you can rely on immutable values and a simple model for state
changes, it becomes much easier to use concurrency to scale up your processing. You’ll learn
how to leverage Clojure concurrency techniques for both doing work in the background and
processing data in parallel.We then need to move to bigger units of code to accomplish bigger
goals. You’ll learn how to leverage namespaces to organize code and how to design
components. Components expose functionality through an API and can contain state and
manage concurrency. Components can even aggregate other components and act as
application subsystems.Finally, it’s time to assemble the whole application by gluing together
components. You’ll learn how to load your system configuration, instantiate components,
connect those components, and provide entry points for the application as a whole.This process
of building systems from bottom to top is logical, but it’s unlikely that you’ll follow it in linear order
in every real application. You may start at the bottom developing a data model, but you may also
start at the top, determining how a system will be broken up into subsystems or components,
and how those components are connected. Most likely you’ll bounce back and forth and do both!
Both directions of work allow us to gain a greater understanding of the problem. Only an iterative
process combining information from both will allow the shape of the final solution to emerge.
Nevertheless, you should expect that the end application will contain the pieces we discussed in
the preceding text when you get to the end.From Build to DeployAfter you’ve seen an overview
of how to build a Clojure application, you’ll need to consider other concerns, such as testing,
integration, and deployment.When you look into testing Clojure code, you’ll find that Clojure
developers lean away from example-based unit testing and more toward other approaches such
as interactive development in the REPL and model- or property-oriented approaches that can
survey a wider range of inputs for correctness. This approach provides more coverage in less



time and creates tests that are easier to maintain over time. However, it’s a shift in thinking, and
some practice is required to yield the greatest benefits.You may also need to connect your
Clojure-based application to other systems, either by integrating a web or other user interface,
exposing an API service, or consuming external APIs. The Clojure approach to these problems,
unsurprisingly, treats data (and the transmission of data over wires) with importance. You’ll learn
about some of the available options and which ones to use in different situations to maximize
performance or extensibility.Finally, you need to deploy your application to cloud-based
containers. We’ll look at some of the most popular choices and how to choose among
them.About This BookThis book is a bridge from introductory material to solving real problems
with Clojure, providing a guide to thinking about problems in ways that are harmonious with the
tools provided.Who This Book Is ForYou should be familiar with Clojure’s basic concepts and
syntax to read this book. You’ll learn to connect the pieces you already know to support the
larger goal of building great applications.How to Read This BookParts 1 and 2 should be read in
order, because each chapter builds on previous topics. It’s a narrative, not a reference. Part 3
can be read in any order. Each chapter in Part 3 is self-contained but may depend at times on
content discussed in Parts 1 and 2.Code and NotationWhether in a code block or embedded in
text, code uses the following font:(println "Hello!")(println "Hello!")(println "Hello!")For commands
to be typed in a REPL, the namespace is shown (in this case, user) and a slightly different
highlighting scheme used. Any output relevant to the evaluated statement is in code font
immediately below the executed code:user=> (println "Hello!")user=> (println "Hello!")user=>
(println "Hello!")Hello! Hello! Hello! The location of source code that can be found in the
accompanying source bundle precedes the code:(+ 5 4 3 2 1)(+ 5 4 3 2 1)(+ 5 4 3 2 1)In several
instances we add indentation (as you might see in Clojure source) to output, for clarity:user=>
(current-customer)user=> (current-customer)user=> (current-customer)#Customer{:cname
"Danny Tanner",#Customer{:cname "Danny Tanner",#Customer{:cname "Danny Tanner",:email
"danny@fullhouse.example.com",:email "danny@fullhouse.example.com",:email
"danny@fullhouse.example.com",:membership-number 28374}:membership-number
28374}:membership-number 28374}In other instances, we use a nonstandard (but useful)
convention to denote code that has been elided for brevity. Three commas ,,, mark a section of
code that’s been removed for brevity. You may see this type of ellipsis referred to as the Fogus
comma.[3]Online ResourcesThe code examples we use are available online at the Pragmatic
Bookshelf website.[4] A community forum is also available there for discussion, questions, and
submitting any errata you find.To get the most out of the examples, you’ll want to install Clojure.
A number of good online resources[5] are available, but the easiest way to get Clojure on your
system is to install Leiningen.[6]Alex Miller and Ben VandgriftAugust 2015Footnotes[3][3][4][4][5]
[5][6][6]Part 1FoundationsClojure applications are based on two fundamental tools: immutable
values and pure functions. You’ll learn how to define the domain model in terms of immutable
values, and how to transform that model using transformation functions.Part
1FoundationsClojure applications are based on two fundamental tools: immutable values and



pure functions. You’ll learn how to define the domain model in terms of immutable values, and
how to transform that model using transformation functions.Chapter 1Model Your DomainData is
the bedrock of our programs. It’s what we build everything else on, so it’s the first thing we
consider when developing an application. Clojure makes data immutable and stable while
exposing it for generic access. This makes code simpler, easier to reason about, and more
concise.Clojure has a great set of tools for representing any domain as data, but sometimes it’s
not clear how to get from a block of stone to a finished sculpture. We’re going to show you how
to apply a range of techniques—from basic to advanced—for creating the best structure for your
data.Pick up your chisels—we’ve got some data sculpting to do!Modeling EntitiesAny
programming effort starts with a problem we want to solve. The first task we face is how to model
the domain of the problem to express our solution. The decisions we make will affect how we
interact with external systems as well as the algorithms and performance of our application. We’ll
start by considering how we should represent domain entities in Clojure.In Clojure, we use either
maps or records to represent domain entities. Maps are generic collections of key-value pairs,
whereas records construct a type with predefined structure for well-known fields.We’re going to
look at a number of considerations involved in choosing between maps and records based on
expected usage patterns and performance needs. But let’s start by reviewing how we use maps
and records to model entities.MapsMaps have no predefined structure and few constraints,
yielding great flexibility. Maps are a collection of key-value pairs that allow values to be looked up
by key in effectively constant time. To use a map as an entity, we specify attribute names as
keys, typically as keywords.Effectively Constant TimeMaps, vectors, and sets are implemented
in Clojure by Hash Array Mapped Tries using a 32-way branching factor. Lookups are based on
tree traversal, which has time complexity O(log n). However, these Clojure data structures use a
32-way branching factor, so the actual lookup time is O(log32 n). Practically speaking, most
maps require no more than two to three levels, and a map with a billion entries requires only six.
Because this function grows so slowly we call lookups on these data structures effectively
constant.Suppose we’ve been tasked with creating a program to simulate the solar system. In
our program we’ll likely need entities to represent the sun, the planets, their moons, and perhaps
other objects of note. Let’s start with thinking about how to model Earth as an entity. Earth, as a
planet, has a number of attributes that might be of interest in our simulation.In Clojure, the
simplest way to model an entity with a set of attributes is to use a Clojure map:(def earth {:name
"Earth":moons 1 :volume 1.08321e12 ;; km^3 :mass 5.97219e24 ;; kg
:aphelion 152098232 ;; km, farthest from sun :perihelion 147098290 ;; km, closest to
sun})As you’ll see in later chapters, it’s often useful to have an entity type that can be used to
drive dynamic behavior. For example, we may want to find only the set of solar system entities
that are planets. We can extend our example slightly by including an extra :type attribute to mark
the entity:(def earth {:name "Earth":moons 1 :volume 1.08321e12 ;; km^3
:mass 5.97219e24 ;; kg :aphelion 152098232 ;; km, farthest from sun
:perihelion 147098290 ;; km, closest to sun :type :Planet ;; entity type})We now have



a planet instance and even a usable entity type, but we didn’t capture this structure (specifically
the field names) in a way that’s useful to other developers on our team.Clojure records were
designed for this purpose.RecordsRecords provide some class-like features —well-known fields
and constructors—to support domain entities. Records are created with a type name and fields:
(defrecord Planet [namemoons volume ;; km^3 mass ;; kg
aphelion ;; km, farthest from sun perihelion ;; km, closest to sun])Once the record
structure is defined, we can use it to create many instances of the record with the same well-
known fields. All instances of this record will have an observable type of Planet (in the
namespace where we created it).The fields of a defrecord are shared by all instances of a
domain entity. In addition, two factory functions are automatically created to assist in creating
new instances. For the Planet record, there will be a positional factory function (->Planet) that
expects a value for each attribute in the order specified by defrecord and a map factory function
(map->Planet) that expects a map with keyed values:;; Positional factory function(def earth (-
>Planet "Earth" 1 1.08321e12 5.97219e24 152098232 147098290));; Map factory function(def
earth (map->Planet {:name "Earth":moons 1:volume 1.08321e12:mass
5.97219e24:aphelion 152098232:perihelion 147098290}))The positional factory function is
more concise but requires all attributes to be included in the specified order, so callers are more
likely to break if the record is changed. The map factory function allows the omission of optional
attributes, provides more description, and continues to work even if new attributes are added to
the record.Deciding Between Maps and RecordsMaps and records both use the standard map
collection functions for access and modification, but most of the time records are a better choice
for domain entities. Records leverage features of the host platform—the Java Virtual Machine
(JVM)—to provide better performance in several ways. Records define their type by creating a
Java class with a field for each attribute. A record can thus take primitive type hints in its field
definition and will create primitive fields in the underlying Java class, which provides a more
efficient representation and faster arithmetic for numbers. The underlying Java class also
provides a place to implement Java interfaces and Clojure protocols, placing behavior directly
on the record and providing the fastest possible function dispatch for those cases.Given that
records give you well-known fields, a type, factory functions, and better performance, they
should be your first choice for domain entities. Why might we use maps instead?One specific
case for which you should strongly consider maps is in public-facing APIs, whether they’re
expected to be consumed by Java or by Clojure. In an API, it’s important to minimize the
constraints on our callers. Requiring them to create instances of our record classes causes
some of the details of those classes to be effectively public as well. In this case, maps with a
well-known set of keys commit to less and are a simpler and better choice.Don’t fret about
making the wrong choice between maps and records! Records effectively are maps in all
important ways. Both maps and records present the same interface—you simply ask for an
attribute value by key using functions like get. So it’s easy to use records internally but only
commit to the map aspects of records when returning entities from an API. The two main places



you’re likely to see differences are in construction and dynamic behavior based on type.In
addition to the factory functions provided by defrecord, it can be useful to define functions that
provide more flexibility when you create entities. We’ll address these in more detail
next.Constructing EntitiesOnce you’ve defined an entity’s structure, you need to build functions
that populate that structure. Most of the time, you populate your entities using defrecord’s
positional and map factory functions, or the core library functions to create maps (like {}, hash-
map, and zipmap).However, some common situations deserve a bit more consideration. One of
the most common situations is the case of entities with optional values. Clojure can deal with this
in a number of ways, and we’ll look at some of the most common. We’ll also look at constructors
that create derived values or have side effects.On Terms and NamingWe use the term factory
function to specifically describe the functions created automatically by defrecord and
constructor to refer to any other function that constructs new entity instances. However, be
aware that these terms are often used interchangeably in the Clojure community and may have
different connotations in other language communities.It’s useful to have a naming convention for
constructor functions across your project. The Clojure community has no standard naming
convention for constructors, but some of the most common constructor prefixes used are new-,
make-, and map->. We’ll primarily use make- but feel free to adopt your own convention—just
use it consistently.First we’ll consider how to deal with optional arguments.Constructing with
OptionsUse of optional arguments can give your constructors flexibility. If you’re expecting to
build entities in a variety of ways, optional arguments can help.We can include optional
arguments in the definition of a function by adding & opts to the arguments vector:(defn fn-with-
opts [f1 f2 & opts] ,,, )Of course, opts can be named whatever you like. Optional arguments
passed to the function are collected into a sequence and bound to opts within the function
body.Positional DestructuringWhen defining constructors with optional arguments, you can use
destructuring[7] for clarity:(defn make-entity [f1 f2 & [f3 f4]] ,,, )This allows any number of
optional arguments, binding f3 and f4 based on their position. Clojure’s destructuring capabilities
can vastly improve your quality of life as a developer. Any code in which you find yourself making
frequent use of positional functions like first, second, or nth can typically be more simply written
with destructuring.You can use this technique to define a constructor function that takes zero or
more fields, prioritized by dependency. Let’s look at a snippet concerned with manipulating
currency. Along with methods for adding currency (+$) and multiplying sums by a number (*$),
we want a Money entity that encapsulates a money value in a particular currency.In Patterns of
Enterprise Application Architecture [Fow03], Martin Fowler describes a representation of
monetary values that avoids many of the pitfalls of using a floating-point number, while
abstracting away issues of currency. Let’s build a Money value object in Clojure. We start with
the records to model the values:(ns ch1.money)(declare validate-same-currency)(defrecord
Currency [divisor sym desc])(defrecord Money [amount ^Currency
currency]java.lang.Comparable(compareTo [m1 m2](validate-same-currency m1 m2)
(compare (:amount m1) (:amount m2))))(def currencies {:usd (->Currency 100 "USD" "US



Dollars") :eur (->Currency 100 "EUR" "Euro")})We also need functions for adding,
comparing, multiplying, and other operations:(defn- validate-same-currency[m1 m2] (or (=
(:currency m1) (:currency m2)) (throw (ex-info "Currencies do not match."{:m1 m1 :m2
m2}))))(defn =$ ([m1] true) ([m1 m2] (zero? (.compareTo m1 m2)))([m1 m2 & monies] (every?
zero? (map #(.compareTo m1 %) (conj monies m2)))))(defn +$ ([m1] m1) ([m1 m2] (validate-
same-currency m1 m2) (->Money (+ (:amount m1) (:amount m2)) (:currency m1)))([m1 m2 &
monies] (reduce +$ m1 (conj monies m2))))(defn *$ [m n] (->Money (* n (:amount m))
(:currency m)))Now let’s build a flexible Money constructor that includes default values:(defn
make-money([] (make-money 0))([amount] (make-money amount :usd))([amount currency] (-
>Money amount currency)))Now, from the REPL, we can call make-money in a number of ways:
(make-money);;-> #money.Money{:amount 0,;; :currency #money.Currency{:divisor
100,;; :sym "USD",;; :desc "US Dollars"}}(make-
money 1);;-> #money.Money{:amount 1,;; :currency #money.Currency{:divisor 100,;;
:sym "USD",;; :desc "US Dollars"}}(make-money 5
(:eur currencies));;-> #money.Money{:amount 5,;; :currency #money.Currency{:divisor
100,;; :sym "EUR",;; :desc "Euro"}}In the function
body, values more likely to be needed are placed earlier in the argument list.Map
DestructuringOften, though, it’s useful to accept optional arguments in any order. In this case,
accepting a map of options that can be destructured is one simple solution:(defn make-entity [f1
f2 {:keys [f3 f4] :as opts}] ,,, )For example, consider extending our space simulation to also
include data about the Apollo missions. These missions varied as to whether they were manned,
had a lunar module, and so on. We can accept all of these options by destructuring a single map
of options:(defn make-mission[name system launched manned? opts] (let [{:keys [cm-name ;;
command module lm-name ;; lunar moduleorbitsevas]} opts],,, ))(def apollo-4 (make-
mission "Apollo 4" "Saturn V" #inst "1967-11-09T12:00:01-00:00"false{:orbits
3}))A set of default values can be provided by merging the incoming opts map with a map of
defaults:(def mission-defaults {:orbits 0, :evas 0})(defn make-mission[name system launched
manned? opts] (let [{:keys [cm-name ;; command module lm-name ;; lunar
moduleorbits evas]} (merge mission-defaults opts)],,, ))The merge works left-to-right with
successive entries replacing prior ones, so in this example the mission-defaults come first and
are then overridden by the opts if they were passed.Another common way to accept optional
arguments is to destructure the varargs sequence as a map (note the extra &):(defn make-
mission[name system launched manned? & opts] (let [{:keys [cm-name ;; command module
lm-name ;; lunar moduleorbitsevas]} opts],,, ))(def apollo-4 (make-mission "Apollo 4"
"Saturn V" #inst "1967-11-09T12:00:01-00:00"false:orbits 3))(def apollo-11
(make-mission "Apollo 11" "Saturn V" #inst
"1969-07-16T13:32:00-00:00" true :cm-name "Columbia" :lm-
name "Eagle":orbits 30:evas 1))In both of these cases, you may find it useful to provide default
values for some of the options. This can be done by using :or destructuring to provide the



defaults:(defn make-mission[name system launched manned? & opts] (let [{:keys [cm-name ;;
command module lm-name ;; lunar moduleorbitsevas] :or {orbits 0, evas 0}} opts] ;;
default to 0,,, ))(def apollo-4 (make-mission "Apollo 4" "Saturn V" #inst
"1967-11-09T12:00:01-00:00"false:orbits 3))This example provides a default value of 0 for the
evas and orbits keys. Other default values could be added to the :or map as well.Constructor
CalculationsSo far, we’ve shown constructors as a way to populate an entity with options. A
constructor can also include calculations required to create an entity from derived values. To
demonstrate this, let’s reconsider the Planet entity we defined here:(defrecord Planet [name
moons volumemass aphelion perihelion])This definition would be sufficient for a planetary
catalog. However, if we’re writing an application that models the orbital mechanics of planets
around a central star, we might need to know a little more about the planet’s orbit. Don’t worry
about understanding the mathematics behind orbital mechanics—you’re not here to learn
astrophysics.Let’s assume that the information we receive to construct our planet entity includes
an eccentricity vector. Using that vector, let’s add the planet’s orbital eccentricity (the amount the
orbit deviates from a perfect circle) to our entity:(defn euclidean-norm [ecc-vector] ,,,)(defrecord
Planet[name moons volume mass aphelion perihelion orbital-eccentricity])(defn make-
planet "Make a planet from field values and an eccentricity vector"[name moons volume mass
aphelion perhelion ecc-vector](->Planet name moons volume mass aphelion
perhelion(euclidean-norm ecc-vector)))To get from an eccentricity vector to the orbital
eccentricity, we apply the euclidean-norm to that vector. We use the result to call the record’s
positional factory function (->Planet).Constructors with Side EffectsSometimes the initialization
of an entity includes unavoidable side effects, such as I/O. Using a constructor for this purpose
isolates those side effects from the rest of the code.For example, consider our solar system
simulation and the need to load an image file for use as a PlanetImage in our simulation:(ns
ch1.image(:require [clojure.java.io :as io])(:import [javax.imageio ImageIO][java.awt.image
BufferedImage]))(defrecord PlanetImage [src ^BufferedImage contents])(defn make-planet-
image "Make a PlanetImage; may throw IOException"[src] (with-open [img (ImageIO/read (io/
input-stream src))](->PlanetImage src img)))Rendering an image requires the BufferedImage
captured in contents. By consolidating this into the constructor, we effectively automate the I/O
we know we’ll require. Using side effects in this way often adds complexity, however. In this
example, we must be prepared to deal with an IOException thrown by either ImageIO/read or
input-stream whenever we construct a PlanetImage.Constructor Functions and Java
InteropConstructor functions are useful when one of your domain entities is imported from Java.
Java classes often have many constructors for a variety of types—some of which have the same
arity—and don’t always do exactly what you want. A constructor function can provide a clean API
to work with in these cases and keeps the interop and type hinting out of your way.Default
EntitiesFinally, sometimes we want to create an entity representing a zero quantity or an empty
container. You could create a function to construct a single entity in its default state. For example,
new-money creates a Money instance with a value of $0.00 usd:(defn new-money "$0.00 usd"[]



(->Money 0 :usd))Remember, though, that Clojure uses immutable values. If your default
entity function is always returning the same value, it’s more efficient to declare it as a zero-
dollars value rather than as a function:(def zero-dollars (->Money 0 :usd))Thinking in this way
goes with the flow of Clojure’s immutability and can clean up your code.Now that you know many
ways to model and construct entities, let’s consider how we can start to combine them with
relationships.Modeling RelationshipsEntities by themselves aren’t much use. Most models will
need to connect entities of different types to create relationships in the data, like the foreign keys
in a SQL database.An entity can use three main techniques to refer to another entity: nesting,
identifiers, and stateful references. All of these techniques have analogues in other languages
(and databases), but Clojure users prioritize the use of these techniques differently than in other
languages. Languages like Java rely heavily on stateful references from one mutable object to
another. Clojure users use the nesting and identifier techniques first and fall back to stateful
references only in special cases.Nesting simply means including another entity directly under a
parent entity. Nesting is an easy choice when the nested entity is part of the parent entity and will
follow its life cycle.Let’s consider a real example. If we’re building a recipe-manager application,
we obviously need to model a recipe:(defrecord Recipe [name ;; string author ;; recipe
creator description ;; string ingredients ;; list of ingredients steps ;; sequence of string
servings ;; number of servings]) We won’t cover all the details of this until later. Focus for
now on the recipe’s author field. We’ll keep our author model simple for the moment:(defrecord
Person [fname ;; first name lname ;; last name]) Now let’s consider the options we have for
connecting Recipe and Person instances. If we’re interested in making the Recipe the
centerpiece of our application and consider authors to be merely descriptive information about
the recipe, we can nest the person underneath the recipe:(def toast (->Recipe "Toast" (-
>Person "Alex" "Miller") ;; nested "Crispy bread" ["Slice of bread"] ["Toast bread in toaster"]1))
However, another version of our application might consider the authors to be of more
importance. Users might expect that updating a person’s information in one recipe will update
that information in all the recipes. In that case, we might want to model the Person as the primary
entity and have the person nest a list of Recipes he or she has authored.Or you might want both
Person and Recipe to be top-level entities that can each be updated in a single place. For
example, a Recipe might have multiple authors. In this case, we may not want to rely on nesting
at instead refer to an entity by a well-known identifier. An identifier is a simple value (usually a
keyword, string, or number) that refers to an entity defined elsewhere. Let’s rework our data
model to allow recipes and authors to be managed indepedently:(def people {"p1" (->Person
"Alex" "Miller")})(def recipes {"r1" (->Recipe "Toast" "p1" ;; Person id "Crispy
bread" ["Slice of bread"] ["Toast bread in toaster"]1)})Chapter 1Model Your DomainData
is the bedrock of our programs. It’s what we build everything else on, so it’s the first thing we
consider when developing an application. Clojure makes data immutable and stable while
exposing it for generic access. This makes code simpler, easier to reason about, and more
concise.Clojure has a great set of tools for representing any domain as data, but sometimes it’s



not clear how to get from a block of stone to a finished sculpture. We’re going to show you how
to apply a range of techniques—from basic to advanced—for creating the best structure for your
data.Pick up your chisels—we’ve got some data sculpting to do!Modeling EntitiesAny
programming effort starts with a problem we want to solve. The first task we face is how to model
the domain of the problem to express our solution. The decisions we make will affect how we
interact with external systems as well as the algorithms and performance of our application. We’ll
start by considering how we should represent domain entities in Clojure.In Clojure, we use either
maps or records to represent domain entities. Maps are generic collections of key-value pairs,
whereas records construct a type with predefined structure for well-known fields.We’re going to
look at a number of considerations involved in choosing between maps and records based on
expected usage patterns and performance needs. But let’s start by reviewing how we use maps
and records to model entities.MapsMaps have no predefined structure and few constraints,
yielding great flexibility. Maps are a collection of key-value pairs that allow values to be looked up
by key in effectively constant time. To use a map as an entity, we specify attribute names as
keys, typically as keywords.Effectively Constant TimeMaps, vectors, and sets are implemented
in Clojure by Hash Array Mapped Tries using a 32-way branching factor. Lookups are based on
tree traversal, which has time complexity O(log n). However, these Clojure data structures use a
32-way branching factor, so the actual lookup time is O(log32 n). Practically speaking, most
maps require no more than two to three levels, and a map with a billion entries requires only six.
Because this function grows so slowly we call lookups on these data structures effectively
constant.Suppose we’ve been tasked with creating a program to simulate the solar system. In
our program we’ll likely need entities to represent the sun, the planets, their moons, and perhaps
other objects of note. Let’s start with thinking about how to model Earth as an entity. Earth, as a
planet, has a number of attributes that might be of interest in our simulation.In Clojure, the
simplest way to model an entity with a set of attributes is to use a Clojure map:(def earth {:name
"Earth"(def earth {:name "Earth"(def earth {:name "Earth":moons 1:moons
1:moons 1 :volume 1.08321e12 ;; km^3 :volume 1.08321e12 ;; km^3
:volume 1.08321e12 ;; km^3 :mass 5.97219e24 ;; kg :mass 5.97219e24 ;;
kg :mass 5.97219e24 ;; kg :aphelion 152098232 ;; km, farthest from sun
:aphelion 152098232 ;; km, farthest from sun :aphelion 152098232 ;; km, farthest from
sun :perihelion 147098290 ;; km, closest to sun :perihelion 147098290 ;; km, closest
to sun :perihelion 147098290 ;; km, closest to sun})})})As you’ll see in later chapters, it’s
often useful to have an entity type that can be used to drive dynamic behavior. For example, we
may want to find only the set of solar system entities that are planets. We can extend our
example slightly by including an extra :type attribute to mark the entity:(def earth {:name
"Earth"(def earth {:name "Earth"(def earth {:name "Earth":moons 1:moons 1:moons
1 :volume 1.08321e12 ;; km^3 :volume 1.08321e12 ;; km^3 :volume
1.08321e12 ;; km^3 :mass 5.97219e24 ;; kg :mass 5.97219e24 ;; kg
:mass 5.97219e24 ;; kg :aphelion 152098232 ;; km, farthest from sun :aphelion



152098232 ;; km, farthest from sun :aphelion 152098232 ;; km, farthest from sun
:perihelion 147098290 ;; km, closest to sun :perihelion 147098290 ;; km, closest to sun
:perihelion 147098290 ;; km, closest to sun :type :Planet ;; entity type :type
:Planet ;; entity type :type :Planet ;; entity type})})})We now have a planet instance
and even a usable entity type, but we didn’t capture this structure (specifically the field names) in
a way that’s useful to other developers on our team.Clojure records were designed for this
purpose.RecordsRecords provide some class-like features —well-known fields and constructors
—to support domain entities. Records are created with a type name and fields:(defrecord Planet
[name(defrecord Planet [name(defrecord Planet [namemoonsmoonsmoons volume
;; km^3 volume ;; km^3 volume ;; km^3 mass ;; kg
mass ;; kg mass ;; kg aphelion ;; km, farthest from sun
aphelion ;; km, farthest from sun aphelion ;; km, farthest from sun
perihelion ;; km, closest to sun perihelion ;; km, closest to sun perihelion ;;
km, closest to sun])])])Once the record structure is defined, we can use it to create many
instances of the record with the same well-known fields. All instances of this record will have an
observable type of Planet (in the namespace where we created it).The fields of a defrecord are
shared by all instances of a domain entity. In addition, two factory functions are automatically
created to assist in creating new instances. For the Planet record, there will be a positional
factory function (->Planet) that expects a value for each attribute in the order specified by
defrecord and a map factory function (map->Planet) that expects a map with keyed values:;;
Positional factory function;; Positional factory function;; Positional factory function(def earth (def
earth (def earth (->Planet "Earth" 1 1.08321e12 5.97219e24 152098232 147098290)) (-
>Planet "Earth" 1 1.08321e12 5.97219e24 152098232 147098290)) (->Planet "Earth" 1
1.08321e12 5.97219e24 152098232 147098290));; Map factory function;; Map factory function;;
Map factory function(def earth (def earth (def earth (map->Planet {:name "Earth" (map-
>Planet {:name "Earth" (map->Planet {:name "Earth":moons 1:moons 1:moons
1:volume 1.08321e12:volume 1.08321e12:volume 1.08321e12:mass
5.97219e24:mass 5.97219e24:mass 5.97219e24:aphelion 152098232:aphelion
152098232:aphelion 152098232:perihelion 147098290})):perihelion 147098290})):perihelion
147098290}))The positional factory function is more concise but requires all attributes to be
included in the specified order, so callers are more likely to break if the record is changed. The
map factory function allows the omission of optional attributes, provides more description, and
continues to work even if new attributes are added to the record.Deciding Between Maps and
RecordsMaps and records both use the standard map collection functions for access and
modification, but most of the time records are a better choice for domain entities. Records
leverage features of the host platform—the Java Virtual Machine (JVM)—to provide better
performance in several ways. Records define their type by creating a Java class with a field for
each attribute. A record can thus take primitive type hints in its field definition and will create
primitive fields in the underlying Java class, which provides a more efficient representation and



faster arithmetic for numbers. The underlying Java class also provides a place to implement
Java interfaces and Clojure protocols, placing behavior directly on the record and providing the
fastest possible function dispatch for those cases.Given that records give you well-known fields,
a type, factory functions, and better performance, they should be your first choice for domain
entities. Why might we use maps instead?One specific case for which you should strongly
consider maps is in public-facing APIs, whether they’re expected to be consumed by Java or by
Clojure. In an API, it’s important to minimize the constraints on our callers. Requiring them to
create instances of our record classes causes some of the details of those classes to be
effectively public as well. In this case, maps with a well-known set of keys commit to less and are
a simpler and better choice.Don’t fret about making the wrong choice between maps and
records! Records effectively are maps in all important ways. Both maps and records present the
same interface—you simply ask for an attribute value by key using functions like get. So it’s easy
to use records internally but only commit to the map aspects of records when returning entities
from an API. The two main places you’re likely to see differences are in construction and
dynamic behavior based on type.In addition to the factory functions provided by defrecord, it can
be useful to define functions that provide more flexibility when you create entities. We’ll address
these in more detail next.Constructing EntitiesOnce you’ve defined an entity’s structure, you
need to build functions that populate that structure. Most of the time, you populate your entities
using defrecord’s positional and map factory functions, or the core library functions to create
maps (like {}, hash-map, and zipmap).However, some common situations deserve a bit more
consideration. One of the most common situations is the case of entities with optional values.
Clojure can deal with this in a number of ways, and we’ll look at some of the most common. We’ll
also look at constructors that create derived values or have side effects.On Terms and
NamingWe use the term factory function to specifically describe the functions created
automatically by defrecord and constructor to refer to any other function that constructs new
entity instances. However, be aware that these terms are often used interchangeably in the
Clojure community and may have different connotations in other language communities.It’s
useful to have a naming convention for constructor functions across your project. The Clojure
community has no standard naming convention for constructors, but some of the most common
constructor prefixes used are new-, make-, and map->. We’ll primarily use make- but feel free to
adopt your own convention—just use it consistently.First we’ll consider how to deal with optional
arguments.Constructing with OptionsUse of optional arguments can give your constructors
flexibility. If you’re expecting to build entities in a variety of ways, optional arguments can help.We
can include optional arguments in the definition of a function by adding & opts to the arguments
vector:(defn fn-with-opts [f1 f2 & opts] ,,, )(defn fn-with-opts [f1 f2 & opts] ,,, )(defn fn-with-opts
[f1 f2 & opts] ,,, )Of course, opts can be named whatever you like. Optional arguments passed to
the function are collected into a sequence and bound to opts within the function body.Positional
DestructuringWhen defining constructors with optional arguments, you can use destructuring[7]
for clarity:(defn make-entity [f1 f2 & [f3 f4]] ,,, )(defn make-entity [f1 f2 & [f3 f4]] ,,, )(defn make-



entity [f1 f2 & [f3 f4]] ,,, )This allows any number of optional arguments, binding f3 and f4 based
on their position. Clojure’s destructuring capabilities can vastly improve your quality of life as a
developer. Any code in which you find yourself making frequent use of positional functions like
first, second, or nth can typically be more simply written with destructuring.You can use this
technique to define a constructor function that takes zero or more fields, prioritized by
dependency. Let’s look at a snippet concerned with manipulating currency. Along with methods
for adding currency (+$) and multiplying sums by a number (*$), we want a Money entity that
encapsulates a money value in a particular currency.In Patterns of Enterprise Application
Architecture [Fow03], Martin Fowler describes a representation of monetary values that avoids
many of the pitfalls of using a floating-point number, while abstracting away issues of currency.
Let’s build a Money value object in Clojure. We start with the records to model the values:(ns
ch1.money)(ns ch1.money)(ns ch1.money)(declare validate-same-currency)(declare validate-
same-currency)(declare validate-same-currency)(defrecord Currency [divisor sym desc])
(defrecord Currency [divisor sym desc])(defrecord Currency [divisor sym desc])(defrecord
Money [amount ^Currency currency](defrecord Money [amount ^Currency currency](defrecord
Money [amount ^Currency
currency]java.lang.Comparablejava.lang.Comparablejava.lang.Comparable(compareTo [m1 m2]
(compareTo [m1 m2](compareTo [m1 m2](validate-same-currency m1 m2)(validate-same-
currency m1 m2)(validate-same-currency m1 m2) (compare (:amount m1) (:amount m2))))
(compare (:amount m1) (:amount m2)))) (compare (:amount m1) (:amount m2))))(def
currencies {:usd (->Currency 100 "USD" "US Dollars")(def currencies {:usd (->Currency 100
"USD" "US Dollars")(def currencies {:usd (->Currency 100 "USD" "US Dollars") :eur (-
>Currency 100 "EUR" "Euro")}) :eur (->Currency 100 "EUR" "Euro")}) :eur (-
>Currency 100 "EUR" "Euro")})We also need functions for adding, comparing, multiplying, and
other operations:(defn- validate-same-currency(defn- validate-same-currency(defn- validate-
same-currency[m1 m2] [m1 m2] [m1 m2] (or (= (:currency m1) (:currency m2)) (or (=
(:currency m1) (:currency m2)) (or (= (:currency m1) (:currency m2)) (throw (throw (throw
(ex-info "Currencies do not match." (ex-info "Currencies do not match." (ex-info
"Currencies do not match."{:m1 m1 :m2 m2})))){:m1 m1 :m2 m2})))){:m1 m1 :m2 m2}))))(defn =$
(defn =$ (defn =$ ([m1] true)([m1] true)([m1] true) ([m1 m2] (zero? (.compareTo m1
m2))) ([m1 m2] (zero? (.compareTo m1 m2))) ([m1 m2] (zero? (.compareTo m1 m2)))([m1 m2 &
monies]([m1 m2 & monies]([m1 m2 & monies] (every? zero? (map #(.compareTo m1 %) (conj
monies m2))))) (every? zero? (map #(.compareTo m1 %) (conj monies m2))))) (every? zero?
(map #(.compareTo m1 %) (conj monies m2)))))(defn +$ (defn +$ (defn +$ ([m1] m1) ([m1]
m1) ([m1] m1) ([m1 m2] ([m1 m2] ([m1 m2] (validate-same-currency m1 m2)(validate-same-
currency m1 m2)(validate-same-currency m1 m2) (->Money (+ (:amount m1) (:amount m2))
(:currency m1))) (->Money (+ (:amount m1) (:amount m2)) (:currency m1))) (->Money (+
(:amount m1) (:amount m2)) (:currency m1)))([m1 m2 & monies]([m1 m2 & monies]([m1 m2 &
monies] (reduce +$ m1 (conj monies m2)))) (reduce +$ m1 (conj monies m2)))) (reduce +$



m1 (conj monies m2))))(defn *$ [m n] (->Money (* n (:amount m)) (:currency m)))(defn *$ [m n] (-
>Money (* n (:amount m)) (:currency m)))(defn *$ [m n] (->Money (* n (:amount m)) (:currency
m)))Now let’s build a flexible Money constructor that includes default values:(defn make-
money(defn make-money(defn make-money([] (make-money 0))([] (make-money 0))([] (make-
money 0))([amount] (make-money amount :usd))([amount] (make-money amount :usd))
([amount] (make-money amount :usd))([amount currency] (->Money amount currency)))
([amount currency] (->Money amount currency)))([amount currency] (->Money amount
currency)))Now, from the REPL, we can call make-money in a number of ways:(make-money)
(make-money)(make-money);;-> #money.Money{:amount 0,;;-> #money.Money{:amount 0,;;->
#money.Money{:amount 0,;; :currency #money.Currency{:divisor 100,;;
:currency #money.Currency{:divisor 100,;; :currency #money.Currency{:divisor 100,;;
:sym "USD",;; :sym "USD",;;
:sym "USD",;; :desc "US Dollars"}};; :desc "US
Dollars"}};; :desc "US Dollars"}}(make-money 1)(make-money 1)(make-
money 1);;-> #money.Money{:amount 1,;;-> #money.Money{:amount 1,;;->
#money.Money{:amount 1,;; :currency #money.Currency{:divisor 100,;;
:currency #money.Currency{:divisor 100,;; :currency #money.Currency{:divisor 100,;;
:sym "USD",;; :sym "USD",;;
:sym "USD",;; :desc "US Dollars"}};; :desc "US
Dollars"}};; :desc "US Dollars"}}(make-money 5 (:eur currencies))(make-
money 5 (:eur currencies))(make-money 5 (:eur currencies));;-> #money.Money{:amount 5,;;->
#money.Money{:amount 5,;;-> #money.Money{:amount 5,;; :currency
#money.Currency{:divisor 100,;; :currency #money.Currency{:divisor 100,;;
:currency #money.Currency{:divisor 100,;; :sym "EUR",;;
:sym "EUR",;; :sym "EUR",;; :desc "Euro"}};;
:desc "Euro"}};; :desc "Euro"}}In the function body,
values more likely to be needed are placed earlier in the argument list.Map DestructuringOften,
though, it’s useful to accept optional arguments in any order. In this case, accepting a map of
options that can be destructured is one simple solution:(defn make-entity [f1 f2 {:keys [f3 f4] :as
opts}] ,,, )(defn make-entity [f1 f2 {:keys [f3 f4] :as opts}] ,,, )(defn make-entity [f1 f2 {:keys [f3
f4] :as opts}] ,,, )For example, consider extending our space simulation to also include data
about the Apollo missions. These missions varied as to whether they were manned, had a lunar
module, and so on. We can accept all of these options by destructuring a single map of options:
(defn make-mission(defn make-mission(defn make-mission[name system launched manned?
opts][name system launched manned? opts][name system launched manned? opts] (let [{:keys
[cm-name ;; command module (let [{:keys [cm-name ;; command module (let [{:keys [cm-
name ;; command module lm-name ;; lunar module lm-name ;; lunar module
lm-name ;; lunar moduleorbitsorbitsorbitsevas]} opts]evas]} opts]evas]} opts],,, )),,, )),,, ))(def
apollo-4(def apollo-4(def apollo-4 (make-mission "Apollo 4" (make-mission "Apollo 4" (make-



mission "Apollo 4" "Saturn V" "Saturn V" "Saturn V" #inst
"1967-11-09T12:00:01-00:00" #inst "1967-11-09T12:00:01-00:00" #inst
"1967-11-09T12:00:01-00:00"falsefalsefalse{:orbits 3})){:orbits 3})){:orbits 3}))A set of default
values can be provided by merging the incoming opts map with a map of defaults:(def mission-
defaults {:orbits 0, :evas 0})(def mission-defaults {:orbits 0, :evas 0})(def mission-defaults {:orbits
0, :evas 0})(defn make-mission(defn make-mission(defn make-mission[name system launched
manned? opts][name system launched manned? opts][name system launched manned?
opts] (let [{:keys [cm-name ;; command module (let [{:keys [cm-name ;; command module (let
[{:keys [cm-name ;; command module lm-name ;; lunar module lm-name ;; lunar
module lm-name ;; lunar moduleorbitsorbitsorbits evas]} (merge mission-defaults
opts)] evas]} (merge mission-defaults opts)] evas]} (merge mission-defaults
opts)],,, )),,, )),,, ))The merge works left-to-right with successive entries replacing prior ones, so
in this example the mission-defaults come first and are then overridden by the opts if they were
passed.Another common way to accept optional arguments is to destructure the varargs
sequence as a map (note the extra &):(defn make-mission(defn make-mission(defn make-
mission[name system launched manned? & opts][name system launched manned? & opts]
[name system launched manned? & opts] (let [{:keys [cm-name ;; command module (let [{:keys
[cm-name ;; command module (let [{:keys [cm-name ;; command module lm-name ;;
lunar module lm-name ;; lunar module lm-name ;; lunar
moduleorbitsorbitsorbitsevas]} opts]evas]} opts]evas]} opts],,, )),,, )),,, ))(def apollo-4 (make-
mission "Apollo 4"(def apollo-4 (make-mission "Apollo 4"(def apollo-4 (make-mission "Apollo 4"
"Saturn V" "Saturn V" "Saturn V" #inst
"1967-11-09T12:00:01-00:00" #inst "1967-11-09T12:00:01-00:00"
#inst "1967-11-09T12:00:01-00:00"falsefalsefalse:orbits 3)):orbits 3)):orbits 3))(def apollo-11
(make-mission "Apollo 11"(def apollo-11 (make-mission "Apollo 11"(def apollo-11 (make-
mission "Apollo 11" "Saturn V" "Saturn V" "Saturn
V" #inst "1969-07-16T13:32:00-00:00" true #inst
"1969-07-16T13:32:00-00:00" true #inst "1969-07-16T13:32:00-00:00" true
:cm-name "Columbia" :cm-name "Columbia" :cm-name
"Columbia" :lm-name "Eagle" :lm-name "Eagle"
:lm-name "Eagle":orbits 30:orbits 30:orbits 30:evas 1)):evas 1)):evas 1))In both of these cases,
you may find it useful to provide default values for some of the options. This can be done by
using :or destructuring to provide the defaults:(defn make-mission(defn make-mission(defn
make-mission[name system launched manned? & opts][name system launched manned? &
opts][name system launched manned? & opts] (let [{:keys [cm-name ;; command module (let
[{:keys [cm-name ;; command module (let [{:keys [cm-name ;; command module lm-
name ;; lunar module lm-name ;; lunar module lm-name ;; lunar
moduleorbitsorbitsorbitsevas]evas]evas] :or {orbits 0, evas 0}} opts] ;; default to 0 :or
{orbits 0, evas 0}} opts] ;; default to 0 :or {orbits 0, evas 0}} opts] ;; default to 0,,, )),,, )),,, ))



(def apollo-4 (make-mission "Apollo 4"(def apollo-4 (make-mission "Apollo 4"(def apollo-4
(make-mission "Apollo 4" "Saturn V" "Saturn V" "Saturn V" #inst
"1967-11-09T12:00:01-00:00" #inst "1967-11-09T12:00:01-00:00" #inst
"1967-11-09T12:00:01-00:00"falsefalsefalse:orbits 3)):orbits 3)):orbits 3))This example provides
a default value of 0 for the evas and orbits keys. Other default values could be added to the :or
map as well.Constructor CalculationsSo far, we’ve shown constructors as a way to populate an
entity with options. A constructor can also include calculations required to create an entity from
derived values. To demonstrate this, let’s reconsider the Planet entity we defined here:(defrecord
Planet [name moons volume(defrecord Planet [name moons volume(defrecord Planet [name
moons volumemass aphelion perihelion])mass aphelion perihelion])mass aphelion
perihelion])This definition would be sufficient for a planetary catalog. However, if we’re writing an
application that models the orbital mechanics of planets around a central star, we might need to
know a little more about the planet’s orbit. Don’t worry about understanding the mathematics
behind orbital mechanics—you’re not here to learn astrophysics.Let’s assume that the
information we receive to construct our planet entity includes an eccentricity vector. Using that
vector, let’s add the planet’s orbital eccentricity (the amount the orbit deviates from a perfect
circle) to our entity:(defn euclidean-norm [ecc-vector] ,,,)(defn euclidean-norm [ecc-vector] ,,,)
(defn euclidean-norm [ecc-vector] ,,,)(defrecord Planet(defrecord Planet(defrecord Planet[name
moons volume mass aphelion perihelion orbital-eccentricity])[name moons volume mass
aphelion perihelion orbital-eccentricity])[name moons volume mass aphelion perihelion orbital-
eccentricity])(defn make-planet(defn make-planet(defn make-planet "Make a planet from field
values and an eccentricity vector" "Make a planet from field values and an eccentricity
vector" "Make a planet from field values and an eccentricity vector"[name moons volume mass
aphelion perhelion ecc-vector][name moons volume mass aphelion perhelion ecc-vector][name
moons volume mass aphelion perhelion ecc-vector](->Planet (->Planet (->Planet name moons
volume mass aphelion perhelionname moons volume mass aphelion perhelionname moons
volume mass aphelion perhelion(euclidean-norm ecc-vector)))(euclidean-norm ecc-vector)))
(euclidean-norm ecc-vector)))To get from an eccentricity vector to the orbital eccentricity, we
apply the euclidean-norm to that vector. We use the result to call the record’s positional factory
function (->Planet).Constructors with Side EffectsSometimes the initialization of an entity
includes unavoidable side effects, such as I/O. Using a constructor for this purpose isolates
those side effects from the rest of the code.For example, consider our solar system simulation
and the need to load an image file for use as a PlanetImage in our simulation:(ns ch1.image(ns
ch1.image(ns ch1.image(:require [clojure.java.io :as io])(:require [clojure.java.io :as io])(:require
[clojure.java.io :as io])(:import [javax.imageio ImageIO](:import [javax.imageio ImageIO](:import
[javax.imageio ImageIO][java.awt.image BufferedImage]))[java.awt.image BufferedImage]))
[java.awt.image BufferedImage]))(defrecord PlanetImage [src ^BufferedImage contents])
(defrecord PlanetImage [src ^BufferedImage contents])(defrecord PlanetImage [src
^BufferedImage contents])(defn make-planet-image(defn make-planet-image(defn make-planet-



image "Make a PlanetImage; may throw IOException" "Make a PlanetImage; may throw
IOException" "Make a PlanetImage; may throw IOException"[src] [src] [src] (with-open
[img (ImageIO/read (io/input-stream src))] (with-open [img (ImageIO/read (io/input-stream
src))] (with-open [img (ImageIO/read (io/input-stream src))](->PlanetImage src img)))(-
>PlanetImage src img)))(->PlanetImage src img)))Rendering an image requires the
BufferedImage captured in contents. By consolidating this into the constructor, we effectively
automate the I/O we know we’ll require. Using side effects in this way often adds complexity,
however. In this example, we must be prepared to deal with an IOException thrown by either
ImageIO/read or input-stream whenever we construct a PlanetImage.Constructor Functions and
Java InteropConstructor functions are useful when one of your domain entities is imported from
Java. Java classes often have many constructors for a variety of types—some of which have the
same arity—and don’t always do exactly what you want. A constructor function can provide a
clean API to work with in these cases and keeps the interop and type hinting out of your
way.Default EntitiesFinally, sometimes we want to create an entity representing a zero quantity
or an empty container. You could create a function to construct a single entity in its default state.
For example, new-money creates a Money instance with a value of $0.00 usd:(defn new-
money(defn new-money(defn new-money "$0.00 usd" "$0.00 usd" "$0.00 usd"[] [] []
(->Money 0 :usd))(->Money 0 :usd))(->Money 0 :usd))Remember, though, that Clojure uses
immutable values. If your default entity function is always returning the same value, it’s more
efficient to declare it as a zero-dollars value rather than as a function:(def zero-dollars (->Money
0 :usd))(def zero-dollars (->Money 0 :usd))(def zero-dollars (->Money 0 :usd))Thinking in this
way goes with the flow of Clojure’s immutability and can clean up your code.Now that you know
many ways to model and construct entities, let’s consider how we can start to combine them with
relationships.Modeling RelationshipsEntities by themselves aren’t much use. Most models will
need to connect entities of different types to create relationships in the data, like the foreign keys
in a SQL database.An entity can use three main techniques to refer to another entity: nesting,
identifiers, and stateful references. All of these techniques have analogues in other languages
(and databases), but Clojure users prioritize the use of these techniques differently than in other
languages. Languages like Java rely heavily on stateful references from one mutable object to
another. Clojure users use the nesting and identifier techniques first and fall back to stateful
references only in special cases.Nesting simply means including another entity directly under a
parent entity. Nesting is an easy choice when the nested entity is part of the parent entity and will
follow its life cycle.Let’s consider a real example. If we’re building a recipe-manager application,
we obviously need to model a recipe:(defrecord Recipe(defrecord Recipe(defrecord
Recipe [name ;; string [name ;; string [name ;; string author ;; recipe creator
author ;; recipe creator author ;; recipe creator description ;; string description ;; string
description ;; string ingredients ;; list of ingredients ingredients ;; list of ingredients
ingredients ;; list of ingredients steps ;; sequence of string steps ;; sequence of string
steps ;; sequence of string servings ;; number of servings servings ;; number of servings



servings ;; number of servings]) ]) ]) We won’t cover all the details of this until later.
Focus for now on the recipe’s author field. We’ll keep our author model simple for the moment:
(defrecord Person(defrecord Person(defrecord Person [fname ;; first name [fname ;; first
name [fname ;; first name lname ;; last name lname ;; last name lname ;; last name]) ])
]) Now let’s consider the options we have for connecting Recipe and Person instances. If
we’re interested in making the Recipe the centerpiece of our application and consider authors to
be merely descriptive information about the recipe, we can nest the person underneath the
recipe:(def toast (def toast (def toast (->Recipe (->Recipe (->Recipe "Toast" "Toast"
"Toast" (->Person "Alex" "Miller") ;; nested (->Person "Alex" "Miller") ;; nested (->Person
"Alex" "Miller") ;; nested "Crispy bread" "Crispy bread" "Crispy bread" ["Slice of bread"]
["Slice of bread"] ["Slice of bread"] ["Toast bread in toaster"] ["Toast bread in toaster"]
["Toast bread in toaster"]1)) 1)) 1)) However, another version of our application might
consider the authors to be of more importance. Users might expect that updating a person’s
information in one recipe will update that information in all the recipes. In that case, we might
want to model the Person as the primary entity and have the person nest a list of Recipes he or
she has authored.Or you might want both Person and Recipe to be top-level entities that can
each be updated in a single place. For example, a Recipe might have multiple authors. In this
case, we may not want to rely on nesting at instead refer to an entity by a well-known identifier.
An identifier is a simple value (usually a keyword, string, or number) that refers to an entity
defined elsewhere. Let’s rework our data model to allow recipes and authors to be managed
indepedently:(def people (def people (def people {"p1" (->Person "Alex" "Miller")}) {"p1" (-
>Person "Alex" "Miller")}) {"p1" (->Person "Alex" "Miller")})(def recipes(def recipes(def
recipes {"r1" (->Recipe {"r1" (->Recipe {"r1" (->Recipe "Toast" "Toast" "Toast"
"p1" ;; Person id "p1" ;; Person id "p1" ;; Person id "Crispy bread" "Crispy
bread" "Crispy bread" ["Slice of bread"] ["Slice of bread"] ["Slice of bread"]
 ["Toast bread in toaster"]         ["Toast bread in toaster"]         ["Toast bread in toaster"]1)})1)})1)})
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MystickPhoenix, “duplicate pages 15-30 come before page 1 (?). While I love the content that
I've been able to read so far, I was a bit confused to find out that an extra copy of pages 15-30
come BEFORE page 1. Stranger things have happened in printing I guess... Anyway, I assume
this to be an issue w/ the printers and I hope that it's fixed in later printings but it is a bit
disconcerting and makes one doubt the quality of the content right off the bat.Several corners of
the book were damaged in transit but this doesn't detract from the content of course.So far this
is definitely an intermediate -> advanced level book (which is fantastic, btw!)”

Ebook Library Reader, “Almost great.... Clojure Applied discussed many aspects of using
Clojure that are relevant to real world projects. I enjoyed the author's approach and found the
entire book very useful and enlightening. One area that I wish would have been covered was
persistence. While most other aspects of real world systems are treated, persistence options
and ideas on how to treat persistence in a functional manner were left out. That is my only
reason for not giving this five stars.”

Jack E. Holford, “Five Stars. Great step by step on actually implementing a Clojure project from
start to finish”

Gary, “Essential Clojure book. This book filled in some gaps I was missing. Really well written.”

Aloha Rich, “One of the best. Complete your Clojure Learning with this and Brave and True and
go forth and prosper. Really great book”

Mark E., “Learn to use Clojure like an expert. Clojure Applied fills an important niche in the
ecosystem of Clojure books by doing a couple things really, really well:1. The book conveys how
to write programs in "Clojure style" exhibiting good judgment and taste. Clojure is not an
especially difficult language to learn in terms of its constructs and syntax, but for many
newcomers, it is difficult to learn how think and solve problems in the natural Clojure way.
Furthermore, there are often several features in Clojure with overlapping functionality (e.g.,
protocols vs multimethods, records vs maps), and this book provides clear guidelines about the
tradeoffs and which features are better to use when.2. The book is quite open about a number of
"gotchas" in the language, and helps you avoid those pitfalls.Overall, the book is the next best
thing to pairing with an expert Clojure programmer, and will likely shave months off of your
Clojure ramp-up time.I rated the book 5 stars because there's nothing else on the market that
offers exactly what this book does, and I consider this book an important step forward for the
Clojure community. However, I should note that the book is by no means perfect. There is still
room for improvement:* Chapter 6 is too high-level, and doesn't give enough specific examples.
For example, the chapter talks about the importance in large projects of breaking out protocols,



data structures, and implementations into separate namespaces, but doesn't really show how to
do this. I personally have found it incredibly difficult to break large projects into separate
namespaces without creating cyclic dependencies, and I consider this a real weakness of
Clojure. Yet, I've heard Alex Miller and a few others say it's not really a big deal to accomplish
this separation of concerns without creating cyclic dependencies. I was truly looking forward to
discovering from this book how he pulls that off, figure out what he does differently than I, but the
book contained no concrete details on this important matter.* No discussion of debugging
strategies, and what does and does not work for debugging when using Clojure on large-scale
projects. Specifically, I expected this book to address the question of how to handle errors in
core.async-driven programs. It is not at all obvious how to use channels in a robust way that is
fault-tolerant, and given the amount of coverage this book gives to core.async, fault tolerance
should also have been covered.* There were a few random things that I thought were misleading
and could benefit from an additional sentence or two of clarification. For example, "The keep
function combines the capabilities of map and filter in one convenient package, applying a
function to each element and keeping any non-nil results." The problem with this sentence is
that if you combine map and filter, you would end up keeping all non-falsey results, not all non-nil
results. I think most readers will either not notice the clarifying "non-nil" and think keep works
just like map+filter, or they will notice "non-nil" but incorrectly assume that filter behaves the
same way and filters out nil values (as opposed to all falsey values).”

Ken M, “For me this has been the best. I have met Alex Miller in person and .... I've gone through
quite a few Clojure tutorials/online resources/books by now... For me this has been the best.I
have met Alex Miller in person and have taken a couple day course from him (which was
absolutely excellent). It isn't surprising to me that this book ended up being as clear in text as he
can be in person doing presentations.Overall I feel like the information from this book is really
essential for me as my team moves forward in our Clojure projects. It has helped me get to the
next level in my learning and application of Clojure to our projects, and it bridges a lot of gaps for
me between several intro tutorials and real-life work.Anyhow I definitely recommend this book,
for me it's a required modest investment in my journey.”

N S, “Great resource for the intermediate clojure developer.. I think I have all the beginning
clojure books and have been studying them for a year, I was excited to hear about this book
being written for intermediate clojure and waited anxiously for publication. The book did not
disappoint. It teaches you how to do clojure in the real world with practical application. From
modeling your domain, to using components to create your application and how to deploy it. The
examples are fun (modeling planets) and somewhat practical (change from oz to pounds for a
recipe). I also really liked the section on organizing your application. This is a great book for the
intermediate clojure developer who is looking to move beyond the basics. Highly Recommend!!”
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The book by Matt Neuburg has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 27 people have provided feedback.
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